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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. OBJECTIVE

The original objective of this project was to develop a lidar system and use
it to measure hydrogen chloride (HCI) concentrations and aerosol distributions
following space shuttle launches at Vandenberg AFB. In addition to the CO,
lidar, which was to be used for aerosols, a Co:MgF2 laser source was to be
supplied for the HCI measurements. Unfor anately, researchers at MIT Lincoln
Laboratory could not develop a Co:dgF: laser with sufficient pulse energy to
enable range resolved measurements to be made beyond ranges of 3 km (Reference
1). so that aspect of the project was postponed.

The revised objective of this project was to design. develop, test, and
demonstrate a field-usable carbon dioxide (CO2 ) lidar for the remote measurement
of atmospheric gases and aerosols. The intended application war for the
measurement of organic solvent vapors emitted from waste sites and industrial
operations at U.S. Air Force bases.

B. BACKGROUND

Lidars have been used since 1963 for the remote measurement of atmospheric
aerosols (Reference 2) and since 1966 for gases (Reference 3). The field has
been well-reviewed in a number of journal articles and books (References 4-14).

CO. lida•rs are particularly useful for measuring atmospheric trace gases
because of several factors:

I. many molecular species have absorption features in the 9-11 micron

spectral region, where CO. lasers emit radiation,

2. the atmosphere is relatively transparent, in this spectral rtgion:

3. CO, lasers are discr'telv tunable ir this spectral region. and can
gencrate suff icient pulso energy for meastarements to ranges of several kilometors
(Ref rence 9).

Indeed. CO. 1idar!. hav- b)een applied to measuring a number of molecular
spe-rics: water vapor (Rsfvrencvs 15-20). ethylne (References 21. 2?). ozone
(Reforencvs 23. 241, ammonia (Reference 25). hydrazines (Reference 26). freons
(Referenc,- - w, ihanol (P eforenc- 28). and sulfur hexafluoride (SF,) (Reference

^hile most of this work has been with direct detection, some work has
been reported using hetorodne detection (References 19. `0. 24. and 27). In
direct detection. a receiver acts as a "light bucket." detecting photons in a
wide bandvidth. tvpica'ly ten:s to hundreds of wavenumbers (cm' where I co" - 30
(4fz). In heterodvne detection. the detection region is narrowed to a few 4liz
by use oj a local oscillator laser and RF-detection electronics so that the
thermal background radiation is kept to a minimum (References 30-32). Thus. in



direct detection, measurements are typically limited to ranges of 1-3 km, while
in heterodyne detection, measurements can be made to ranges of 5-10 km.

In either approach, the Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) technique is
employed. In this technique, two laser frequencies are transmitted: one, where
the molecular species of interest has weak absorption of the laser radiation,
is used as a reference line to calibrate the system and the atmosphere, and
another, where the species has strong absorption, is used to measure the
concentration distribution of that species. The pulsed laser radiation is
reflected from atmospheric aerosols (and molecules where the irradiating
radiation is in the UV and visible spectral regions) and the time-resolved signal
is used to give a range-resolved measurement. The derivative of the logarithm
with respect to distance of the ratio of the two range-resolved signals is used
to give the concentration profile:

where

C=

2 £ (n(or. Off

C is the concentration

4 is the differential absorption coefficient

a
at- is the partial derivative with respect to range

ion is the normalized intensity of the backscattered power for the
absorbed wavelength,

and Io•f is the normalized intensity of the backscatteraw power for the
reference wavelength.

For plumes, regions from both the front and back of the plume can be used
to measure the differential spectral attenuation caused by the plume:

1ffan~f Ion (2)
2A a off] 1 ff

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote regions beLre and after the plume.

C. SCOPE

In the sections that follow. the hardware for the Mobile Atmospheric

rolliitant Mapping (MAPN) System is described, along with measurement r-su1ts

using it. the absorption co~eficients and mecasurement sensitivities for a ilu•ber
of molecular species. and thr factors that. limit measurement accuracy and range.

2



SECTION Il

DESCRIPTION OF THE AAP? HARDWARE

A. FUNCTIONAL RFQUIREMENTS

The system was required to meet a number of functional requirements. These
included transportability, the ability to operate in a variety of weather and
atmospheric conditions, the capability of operating as a stand-alone system, the
capability for making range-resolved measurements of atmospheric gares to ranges
of 5 km, and of aerosols to 10 km, and the ability to scan 360 degrees in
azimuth, and from -10 to +30 degrees in elevation. The scan requirements were
dictated by the necessity for making measurements over a wide range of directions
from a fixed location, since there would be a significant time delay in resuming
data collection if MAPM were to be moved. The elevation angle limits are
determined by the gimbal mount and the scan mirror dimensions. (If an additional
mirror were placed on the roof of the semitrailer, full hemispherical coverage
could be achieved.) Most of these requirements have been fulfilled; thiose that
haven't, such as transportability and stand-alone operation, can be fulfilled
with minor system upgrades when a field use for the system is identified. All
of the work reported herein was performed -with /he system parked just east of
Building 245 at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, whi..h houses other lidar
activities, including the CO2 lidar used to. measure aerosol backscatter.

B. SEMITRAILER

The semitrailer accommodating the lidar system was designed by engineers at
JPL and constructed by Diamond B. Corp. in Pico Rivera, CA. It was divided into
three rooms -- the largest (20 feet by 8 feet by 7 feet), to house the laser
portion; the middle one (10 feet by 8 feet by 7 feet) to house the transient
digitizer and computer; and the smallest (5 feet by 8 feet by 7 feet) to contain
the heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) pl4n:•t, as well as the gas
cylinders used to supply the pulsed COZ lasers. The locations of the various
system components were determined in advance, so that structural supports, forced
air, electrical outlets, lights, doors, windows, and the ceiling openings could
be properly placed. A plan of the semitrailer, locating the major components.
is shouni in Figure 1. Note that the semitrailer has the maximum legal dimensions
for transport on federal highways - a width of 8 feet. and a height of 13 feet
6 inches. The length of 35 feet was chosen to adequately house the systt.m while
still being relatively easily maneuverable.

The semitrailer has many special features. The walls, ceiling, and floor
have polyurethane foam insulation to allow operation from near 0O C to above 1000
C with the HVAC system in operation. The ceiling is covered with acoustical
tile. There six "belly boxes" below the floor where equipment can be stored.
A |lalon 1201 fire extinguisher system can be activated to extinguish any fire
that might occur inside the laser and computer rooms. In addition to the rapid
deployment feature, the halon system end products do not damage the optics oi
electronics. The rear axle is mounted on an air-ride suspension to keep
vibrations to a minimum during transport. Uhen the semitrailer is stationary.
four jacks can be lowered to keep it level and relatively sturdy (the lidar
pointing can change slightly if people move about inside the seirtrailer).

3



LE RM [5 D3 1 UNDERNEATH

L---... OPTICAL TABLE
COMPONENTS FOR TYNDALL - MAPM TRAILER

1. AIR CONDITIONER ROOM 11. SOLID STATE LASER[

2. PERSONNEL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 12. OPTICAL TABLE

3. MINICOMPUTER/TABLE 13. OPTICS TOOL CABINET

4. COMPUTER/DISK 14. CO 2 LASER COOLER
5. INSTRUMENT RACK, ELECTRONICS 15. SOLID STATE LASER POWER SUPPLY

S3. INSTRUMENT RACK, ELECTRONICS 16. CO2 LASER POWER SUPPLY
7. ELECTRICAL PANEL 17. CO2 LASER POWER SUPPLY
B. CO2 LASER 18. STORAGE CABINET

9. CO2 LASER 19. GAS CYLINDERS

10, SCANNING MIRRORS 20. SOLID STATE LASER COOLER*
21. HALON FIRE EXTINGUISHER

*SPACE PROVIDED FOR PHASE II ADDITION

Figure 1, A Plan View of the Semitrailer Housing MAPM,
Showing the Location of the Major Components
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The HVAC system was supplied by Geary Pacific, Inc. The cooling uses Freon
27, monochlorodifluoromethane (CClF,H), boiling point 90O F. Wh;m operating the
air-conditioning the heaters must be turned on approximately 4 hours in advance
to vaporize the freon so that the pumps are not damaged. The heating and cooling
thermostats are both in the HVAC room, and are set about "' C apart, with the
heating point below the cooling point. The forced air enters the semitrailer
through a manifold below the floor with the return manifold above the ceiling.
While there are intake louvers to the outside in the HVAC room, they normally
stay closed unless air escapes from the main two rooms of the semitrailer.

The roof has a skin of aluminum with an antiskid raised pattern. A guard
chain and post structure, erected for personnel safety, can be removed for
semitrailer transport.

C. OPTICAL TABLE

The optical table was designed to accommodate the CO, lidar system and
possible additional lasers., using common optics and electronics. The top shelf
is 4 feet by 10 feet by 1 foot; tne bottom shelf is 3 feet 6 inches by 9 feet
6 inches by 4 inches. The upper shelf supports the continuous wave (cw) CO,

lasers, most of the optics, including the scen mirror that extends beyond the
roof line, and some of the electronics. The lower shelf supports the pulsed CO,
laser heads and the cw CO, laser power supplies. The table is rigidly mounted
to the frame of the sewp. r."er by three 10-inch diameter legs. The upper table
has 1/4-20 tapped hole- or a 1-inch grid. The top is made of magnetic steel.
The bottom table is also made of magnetic steel and supports optics mounts with
magnetic bases. The inner matrices of the tables are honeycomb aluminum. Figure
2 shows various views of the optical table with the optics and lasers.

D. PULSED LASERS

For use in a heterodyne lidar system, the desirable features of a CO, laser
are high-pulse repetition frequency (prf), single longitudinal mode operation,
low beam divergence, moderate pulse energy, short pulse width, and multiline
tunability. At the time MAPM was designed, the laser that most nearly met these
criteria was the Laser Science Inc. (LSI) Model PRF-150S. Its features are
listed in Table 1.

1. Operation

The operation of the lasers is relatively routine. The electricity.
gas, and water are turned on following procedures laid out by the manufacturer
and enforced by a set of interlocks, including one for the high voltage with a
"5-minute time delay. (A 10-minute delay is suggested if the lasers have not been
operated for a few days.) To obtain lasing on a given line, the micrometer
screw is used to tune the grating. The wavelength can be read nearly directly
from the micrometer barrel. Fine tuning is achieved by using a power meter
placed in the beam path while the grating is adjusted. The vertical tilt adjust
on the output coupler can be used to peak the power. Single-longitudinal mode
(SLM) operation is achieved by closing the output aperture while monitoring the
pulse shape using a room-temperature mercury-cadmium- telluride (HgCdTe) detector
and looking for a smooth envelope with no high-frequency components. The cavity

I ! - -



Steering Mirror

Figure 2. Various Views of the Optical Table with the
Optics and Lasers.
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TABL• I LASER SCIENCE INC., MODEL PRF-150S 002 LASER SPECIFICATIONS

Liae tunability: Approximately 60 lines from 9.2 to 10.7 microns.

Snergy per pulse, single longitudinal mode: 10-60 mJ

Pulse repetition frequency:

to i50 Hz at 80% of maximum voltage
to 100 Hz at 90% of maximum voltage
to 50 Hz at 100% of maximum voltage

Divergence: 2+ mrad

Pulse width: 270 ns in the gain switched spike; tail to 2 microseconds with N2 ;
tail to 500 ns without N2.

Cavity: Transversely excited atmospheric pressure (TEA) gain cell for power;
low pressure gain cell f'r mode selection; piezoelectric (PZT) mounts for grating
drive co control f' quency.

Gas consumption rates for siri K gas cylinders:

n.trogen: 80 hours
helium: 20 he-irs
carbon "ioxide: 160 liours
mixed gas for low-pressure gmin cell: years

7



length is adjusted using the piezoelectric device connected to the output
coupler, and, if required, changing the pressure slightly in the main discharge
tube. Care must be exercised to ensure that the smooth envelope is due to SLM
operation controlled by the cavity length and not just due to other constraints
for which the frequency is not adjustable, which can occur if the aperture is
closed too far. Note that the laser is a hybrid Transverse Excited Atmospheric
(TEA) pressure laser, meaning that there is a low-pressure gain cell with just
enough gain to force the TEA section to lase on only one mode near line center.
An alternative approach would be to mode select using seeding by injection from
an external cw CO2 laser (Reference 33). While injection seeding allows pulsed
TEA lasers to operate at higher pulse energy levels, operation is much more
complex than for the hybrid TEA. The partial tuning curves for the two pulsed
lasers are given in Tables 2 and 3. The tuning curves were measured primarily
for those lines which were thought to be useful for the molecular species of
greatest interest, and for which the lasers operated in a single longitudinal
mode manner. When the pulse energy was below some threshold value (approximately
13 mJ per pulse), S14 operation could not be achieved because there was not
sufficient pulse energy to permit cavity control of the lasing properties using
the intracavity aperture.

Near the end of the program, when the sample chamber measurements were being
performed, it was realized that the laser pulse tail interfered with those
measurements. Since the backscatter from the chamber windows is much stronger
than from the atmosphere, the tail, which lasts to 2 microseconds in normal
operation, prevented atmospheric data from being obtained from the zone within
about 300 m beyond the chamber. The obvious step was to reduce the nitrogen flow
rate to near zero. The UV preionizer sliding arc arrays in the "yellow" TEA
Laser required replacement before this scheme could be successfully implemented,
yielding 500-ns pulse lengths. The CO2 flow rate also had to be reduced to
eliminate arcing. The pulse energy was reduced to about 15-20 mJ with the short
pulse.

2. Component Problems

After several months of operation, during which time several
component problems were solved, in consultation with the manufacturer, the lasers
were rendered operable in a reliable manner. On a typical day, more than 300,000
shots were fired during 4-5 hours. Some of the problems encountered and solved
are discussed here.

a. Optics

The output couplers develop burn spots occasionally. The
likely cause is that a speck of dust settles on the coupler and is heated by the
intense radiation fields in the laser cavity. Replacement couplers were obtained
from CVI Laser Corp. in Albuquerque, N.M.

The zinc selenide (ZnSe) Brewster windows on the low pressure
gain cells also showed burn marks. All four of these windows were replaced after
about 10 million shots.

8



TABLE 2. MAPM: "YELLOW" TRANSMITTER LASER TUNING CURVE

Line mJ/SLM Drive Line mJ/SLM Drive
Assignment Shot Setting Assignment Shot Setting

loP: 38 10.833 1OR: 38
36 10.804 36
34 29 10.786 34
32 25 10.758 32
30 10.750 30
28 10.718 28
26 10.696 26
24 27 10.674 24
22 10.652 22
20 20
18 25 10.614 18
16 16
14 9 10.573 14
12 17 10.551 12
10 7 10.533 10 18 10.355

9P: 38 9.739 9R: 38
36 9.723 36
34 17 9.704 34
32 32 9.684 32
30 33 9.666 30 9.247
28 29 9.648 28 9.256
26 54 9.631 26 9.265
24 9.614 24 9.272
22 9.597 22 9.284
20 9.582 20 9.293
18 9.562 18 9.305
16 9.543 16 9.314
14 60 9.528 14 9.332
12 31 9.514 12 12 9.332
10 10 9,355

9



TABLE 3. MAPM: "RED" TRANSMITTER LASER TUNING CURVE

Line mJ/SLM Drive Line mJ/SLM Drive
Assignment Shot Setting Assignment Shot Setting

loP: 38 10.820 1OR: 38
36 10.803 36
34 42 10.773 34
32 29 10.756 32
30 30
28 28
26 26
24 27 10.668 24
22 25 10.648 22
20 20
18 35 10.610 18
16 16
14 35 10.572 14
12 35 10.551 12
10 42 10.532 10 44 10.352

9P: 38 9R: 38
36 9.726 36
34 40 9.706 34
32 35 9.625 32 9.242
30 42 9.627 30 9.251
28 65 9.642 28 9.267
26 54 9.631 26 9.271
24 9.624 24 9.281
22 9.607 22
20 9,590 20 9.309
18 18 9.319
16 16 9.329
14 24 9.542 14 9.339
12 24 9.525 12
10 10
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b. Micrometer Screws

One micrometer screw adjustment ground off some of the surface
of a mating disk, causing line tuning to be jerky. The mating surfaces were

cleaned and restored and have had reliable operation.

c. Electronics

One EG&G thyratron failed, and wat replaced.

The Bakelite cover shielding a high voltage diode network arced

to ground, due to carbon in the Bakelite. The cover was removed, along with some

redundant electronics, eliminating the problem.

A loose fuse holder caused the laser coolant water flow solenoid

to trip off several times. The holder was resoldered and now functions
satisfactorily.

A spring in a relay socket lost resilience after the relay was

changed and had to be replaced.

The divergence out of the laser is about 2 mrad. However, as
the laser pulse energy increases, the divergence also increases. This can limit
the amount of lidar signal for a tightly coupled heterodyne detection system.
It appears that turning up the voltage allows more modes to lase, as is the case
with other laser types.

e. Single-Mode Operation

Normally, one can achieve single-mode operation by adjusting
the output aperture and PZT voltage. Sometimes the gas pressure in the cell (
3 lbs/in2) must be adjusted to change the effective cavity length to where the
PZT controller works in a convenient range. LSI now has a translation device
with a greater operating range.

f. Arcing Between Electrodes

The Serial No. 11 laser started arcing between the nickel
electrodes af o': about 10 million shots. At first, the voltage was reduced below
80 percent of maximum to permit operation without arcing. When this procedure
limited operation on the weaker lines, the laser head was disassembled and the
electrodes were sanded down using first 400, then 600 grit Emery cloth.

g. Cooler

A Neslab Model HX-75 cooler was used to provide cooling water
to the lasers at a temperature of 150 C. The pressure relief valve on the cooler
has been set to 30 psi so that when the water flow valve in the laser is closed,
the Tygon tubing will not rupture.
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h. Frequent Laser Shut-Off

One laser would turn off after about 10 minutes of operation.
The problem was traced co the gain setting of the arc-detector electronics in
the laser head. The gain was changed, and the problem disappeared.

i. Failure to Lase Without N2

One laser did not lase when N2 flow was interrupted in
order to eliminate the 2-microsecond pulse tail. The UV-preionizer inside the
laser head was replaced by a spare, and lasing in the absence of N2 was achieved.

E cw CO2 LASERS

The cw CO2 lasers used as local oscillators are the Ultra Lasertech Model
3822 lasers. They are of the "open resonator" rather than waveguide
configuration. The gas mixture at 30-40 torr is contained in a Pyrex tube with
a water jacket and Brewster-angle ZnSe windows at each end. The output coupler
is flat, while the grating is concave. While a confocal cavity design is
required for stable operation, the use of a curved grating limits the number of
lines per millimeter that -.an be ruled on the grating. This fact sometimes gives
rise to lasing on two lines simultaneously, especially for the 9- and 10-micron
R branches where the line spacing is about 1 cm-1 , which can be monitored on the
RF spectrum analyzer. The tuning curves for the cw CO2 lasers are given in
Tables 4 and 5.

1 . Operation

fhe laser tuning curves listed in Tables 4 and 5 are used to adjust
the grating. Occasionally there is mechanical shift, perhaps of the grating
mount, so that there is an additive shift in the wavelength vs micrometer
setting. The power meters are used to monitor fine tuning of the lasers.

2. Problems Encountered

The primary problem encountered with the operation of ttiv cw COZ
lasers has been in the frequency-offset control. The optogalvanic technique is
used. In this approach, the cavity length is modulated a small amount at a low
frequency (W00 HI), which causes the laser power to vary; this, in turn,
affects the current tiowing through the discharge, which can be monitored
electronically. This approach is not reliable, because (1) the electronics card
supplied with one control unit generated some noise spikes on an AC voltage.
The card was replaced, and the unit worked much better, and (2) a number of
controls must be adjusted properly for optimal operation. It Is generally
impractical to implement this procedure each time the lasers are tuned to new
lines. When the optogalvanic technique doesn't work well with a minimum of
effort, the laser frequencies are offset manually. They maintain frequency
stability reasonably well in free-running modes, but do require occasional

adjustments.

The PZT stack in one laser failed, and was replaced under warranty.
The repaired unit was subsequently used when a second stack failed.
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After the lasers had been in operation for about a year, they were
found to lase poorly in the 9-micron. spectral region. At the suggestion of the
manufacturer, the Brewster-angle windows were cleaned with ethanol, and the power
was returned to about 1 W on the stronger 9R-branch lines.

TABLE 4. MAPM: "YELLOW" LOCAL OSCILLATOR TUNING CURVE

Line Micrometer Line Micrometer
Assignment Drive Setting Assignment Drive Setting

lOP: 38 1.530 10R: 38
36 1.562 36
34 1.600 34
32 1.635 32
30 30
28 28
26 26
24 1.750 24
22 1.785 22
20 20
18 1.840 18
16 16
14 1.902 14
12 1.930 12
10 1.960 10 2.207

9P: 36 3.075 9R: 36
34 3.100 34
32 3.128 32 3.745
30 3.152 30 3.730
28 3.180 28 3.715
26 3.210 26 3.700
24 3.232 24 3.685
22 3.250 22 3.670
20 3.270 20 3.655
18 18 3.640
16 16 3.625
14 3,345 14 3.603
12 3.370 12 3.585
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TABLE 5. MAPM: "RED" LOCAL OSCILLATOR TUNING CURVE

Line Micrometer Line Micrometer
Assignment Drive setting Assignment Drive Setting

loP: 38 1.628 1OR: 38
36 36
34 1.696 34
32 1.733 32
30 30
28 28
26 26
24 1.873 24
22 1.908 22
20 20
18 1.973 18
16 16
14 2.038 14

12 2.071 12
10 2.099 10 2,379

9P: 36 3.355 9R: 36
34 3.306 34
32 3.416 32 4.093
30 3.442 30 4.079
28 3.473 28 4.065
26 3.495 26 4.051
24 3.519 24 4.037
27 3.548 22 4.023
20 3.578 20 4.009
18 18 3.971
16 16 3,957
14 3 148 14 3.943
12 3.672 12 3.929
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F. HELIUM-NEON (He-Ne) LASERS

Three He-Ne lasers (Melles Griot Model 05-LLP-83) were included with the
optical system to aid in the alignment of the optics. One, which as a 20x beam
expander attached to it, is used to help steer the pulsed CO2 laser beams through
the optical train into the atmosphere. Two others are coaligned with He-Ne
lasers near the cw CO, lasers, and are used for aligning both the local
oscillator optics and the receiver optics. Two have have failed and should be
repaired.

G. OPTICS

The optics were designed to efficiently manage the laser beams, diagnostic
equipment, and the atmospheric backscatter. The general optical layout was
outlined at JPL; the details were carefully worked out by Frank Mitchell and
Associates, in South Pasadena, who also designed those optics mounts that could
not be easily procured. The optical layout is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The
details are discussed for the optics and mounts arranged into three groups:
transmitter optics; local oscillator optics; and receiver optics.

1. Transmitter Optics

Each transmitter beam is directed to a beam expander at the top level
of the optical table by a pair of molybdenum metal mirrors (SPAWR Optical
Research, Inc.). These mirrors can withstand relatively high powers, but
nonetheless have suffered some burn damage arising from hot spots in the
diffraction pattern when the beam is narrowed too much.

The lOx beam expanders, from Space Optics Research Laboratory, each
have a 20-mm diameter, copper, convex secondary mirror and a 15-cm diameter,
aluminum-coated-Pyrex, concave-ellipsoidal primary mirror. 7he secondary mirror
has a radius of curvature of 7.029 inches, while the primary 'ias a vertex radius
of 70.0 inches, and a cone constant of -0.93314. The off-axis distance is 0.655
inch. while the optimal vertex separation is 31.50 inches. The secondary mirror
is mounted to a stage which can be adjusted using a micrometer screw. The
primary mirror has a vertical tilt adjustment.

A pair of octagonal beam-steering mirrors is placed after each beam
expander. These mirrors allow the beams to be walked in two dimensions. and have
their cor'ners clipped so that the obscuration of the backscatter is minimized.

Following those beam-steering mirrors are a pair of )4-.inch diameter.
1-5 8-inch t*,-,k. aluminized Pvrcx mirrors with a magnesium fluoride (XgFF)
overcoat. These mirrovs are used to Xr.r.,,mit thE beam up through the semitrailer
root. then out in any azimuthal direction, and from -10 degrees to +30 degrees
in elevation. ;hen uecessary, a third 24-inch diameter mirror is placed on the
roof. which enables full hemispherical coverage.
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The upper mirror is mounted in an Aerotech rount, which can be manually scanned
to nearly the desired direction, then controlled with the UNIDEX III scan
controller over a ±4-degree range in az .iuth and elevation (this gives a ±8
degree beam pointing change in elevation). The maximum scan rate is 8 degrees
in 72 seconds. While the UNIDEX III controller can be programmed internally or
controlled externally, we have typically used thc up/down and left/right buttons
on its front panel to position the mirror in an appropriate orientation, then
leave it stationary.

2. Local Oscillator (LO) Optics

The local oscillator optics comprise a set of aluminum coated
mirrors, 50 percent reflective ZnSe beam splitters, one 90 percent reflective
ZnSe beam splitter, three ZnSe lenses, and three iris diaphragms for controlling
LO power.. The optics are arranged to divert a portion of the laser power to a
pair of laser power Leters, to combine the two beams into one which is directed
onto the photomixer. Since the lasers typically emit 1 watt of power, whereas
only 0.5 mW is required at the photomixer, the iris diaphragms are used to
control the power at tuLe photomixer.

A pai. of Eofin-Sinar optical chopper wheels were added to the LO
beam paths in order to allow only one LO at a time to reach the photomixer.
(When both LO's illuminate siiultaneously, the power in each must be reduced by
50 percent, resulting in about a 50 percent reduction in signal-to-noise ratio
(ISNR).) The two chopper wheels can Le synchronized so that one transmits 180
degrees out of phase with respect to the other. The chopper-wheel drive
electronics are used to provide the master signal to the digital delay
generrators. A few-msec delay is used between firing the two lasers to eliminate
the efiects of chopper jitter.

3. Receiver Optics

Two additional pieces of optics are not included in either the
transmitcer or local oscillator optics - the primary and secondary telescope
mirrors. The primary mirror has a diameter of 12-1/2 inches, a parabolic surface
with a 59-inch focal length, and an off-axis radius of 5 inches. The substrate
is 2-inches thick. It is coated with aluminum with a silicon dioxide (SiO2 )
overcoat. This is acceptable in the 9-11 micron spectral region for near-normal
incidence, but not for 45 degree incidence. The secondary mirror is an
elliptical mirror with a 3-inch minor axis, and is aluminum coated with a MgF 2
overcoat.

4. Alignment Procedure

After the optics were placed in mounts located according to the
engineering drawings, they were aligned. Whereever possible, the He-Ne beams
were used. For the transmitter, the He-Ne beam is made coaxial with the pulsed
CO, laser beam path by means of a small mirror in a kinematic mount, which can
be returned to the same position each time. This allows the He-Ne beam to be
steered properly into the beam expander and for the subsequent beam-steering
mirrors to bo aligned to first order (the position of the He-Ne beam on the door
of the dome is used to some extent). A 5-inch diameter, corner-cube reflector
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can be lowered into the path of the He-Ne beams and used to direct a portion of
the beam into the receiver and into the photomixer to allow it to be positioned
(Reference 34). The CO2 laser beams are then transmitted into the atmosphere.
For operation beyond 2 km, the beams are usually aimed at a hillside at a
distance of 5 km. A boxcar averager is used to keep a running, few-shot average
of the return from the hillside, and one of the beam steering mirrors after the
beam expander is adjusted to maximize the signal in the boxcar averager. For
operation at ranges less than 2 km, the mirrors are adjusted while looking at
the atmospheric backscatter displayed on the oscilloscope. Both beam-steering
mirrors should be adjusted to achieve full-transmitter/receiver alignment, but
one usually suffices for distances beyond one kilometer.

Transport of the local oscillator beams through the optical system
is verified, pertly by using thermally sensitive paper, partly by using a laser
power meter, and partly by using the He-Ne guide beams. The hardest task was
focusing the LO beams tightly onto the photomixer. The successful procedure was
to use a series of pinhole apertures to guide the focusing of the lenses while
monitoring laser power with a power meter located above the pinhole.
Successively smaller pinholes were used until the beam was tightly focused to
about a 300-micron diameter.

In heterodyne detection, the local oscillator beams must be coaxial
with the receiver field-of-view. (For optimal photomixing, the two beams must
have matched phase fronts and the same polarization.) In order to align the
receiver of MAPM, one of the He-Ne beams aligned with the cw CO, lasers was
reflected backwards by a flat mirror in the detector focal plane. It was sent
back through the beam splitter at the point where it first entered it. The
reflected beam was then coaxial with the LO beam, and the portion reflected by
the beam splitter was used to adjust both the secondary and primary mirrors in
the receiver telescope.

H. DOME

To provide a cover for the mirror above the roof line, a fiberglass
observatory dome was mounted on a rotating wooden platform or "Lazy Susan." The
dome is of the type typically made for amateur astronomers. It is white, with
a sliding 18-inch wide metal door. The dome was fastened to a 12-inch skirt
mounted on the rotatable wooden platform. The upper deck of the Lazy Susan has
12 wheels held in casters, which slide in a groove in the lower deck, which is
fastened securely to the lip of the opening in the roof. Sheet rubber is used
to prevent water or air from entering the semitrailer through the region betweenthe two decks.

A 0.4-mil polyethylene window, made from inexpensive painter's dropcloth,
is used as the window on the dome. It is mounted in a frame which is tilted at
a slight angle with respect to the normal of the transmitted laser beam in order
to reduce the strength of the signal from the beam backscattered from the window.
The window material was measured to have about a 10 percent one-way reflective
loss, plus a few percent absorption loss in the region for a few wavenumbers
around the 1OP(14) CO, laser line, where ethylene has its strong absorption
coefficient. Several sources and thicknesses of polyethylene were evaluated to
find the optimal material.
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I. PHOTOMIXER

The HgCdTe photomixer was chosen for high-frequency operation as required
for use with heterodyne detection. The side dimension was specified as 0.25 mm
to achieve the high-speed requirement and match the central diffraction or Airy
spot of the receiver telescope. A photovoltaic, rather than photoconductive
detector is used. One photomixer was mounted in the liquid nitrogen (IN2 ) dewar
with twisted leads, the other was mounted in a dewar supplied with the leads
spread far apart. While the former method was better for high-speed response,
both seemed to have equal response out to 80 MHz (they were used at 30 MIz).
However, the dewar with the leads spread far apart seemed much more susceptible
to radio frequency interference (RFI), to the point where it cannot be used.

It is extremely important to keep the LO power on the photomixer below 5-10
mW. Two photomixers were overheated and destroyed by failing to monitor the bias
voltage while adjusting the LO beam on the photomixer. It was also observed that
occasionally the secondary LC beam, caused by multiple reflections from the
lenses or dewar window could be confused with the primary LO beam. If the bias
voltage decreases by only a few mV, then it is probably the secondary beam.

J. SIGNAL CHAIN ELECTRONICS

The signal chain electronics was assembled to convert the electronic signal
from the photomixer to a signal that the computer could accept. A block diagram
of the signal chain electronics is shown in Figure 5.

1. Photomixer Bias Box

A 9-V battery with a resistor-capacitor network supplies a bias
voltage to place the photomixer response in an optimal region. The bias voltage
network includes a resistive voltage divider that limits the total current to
the photomixer to less than I mA, and provides a voltage level for the
no-radiation level in the linear region of the back-biased I-V curve. Typically,
one resistor is 15K ohms, while the other is 400 to 800 ohms. A small inductor
is also added in order to isolate high frequency signals from the voltage meter.

2. Trontech Preamplifier Model L30 APS

This is a narrow bandwidth (25-35 MHz) preamplifier with 45-dB
amplification. It is located approximately 2 meters from the photomixer.

3. In-line Attenuators

An appro.imatly 6 decibels of attenuation is added between Lhe
Trontech preamplifier and the RHG linear amplifier to reduce the probability of
saturation and nonlinear effects.

4. RHG Lir--r Amplifier, Model EST 3010LD

This unit has two outputs - one is the intermediate frequency (IF)
output, which gives the signal in the 25-35 MHz region, while the other is the
linear envelope detector output. The IF output is used to monitor the frequency
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Figure 5. Block Diagram of the Signal-Chain Electronics
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separation between the local oscillator and the pulsed C02 laser. When the
separation is within the passband of the filter, a highspeed oscillation is
observed on the oscilloscope. The envelope detector measures a signal
proportional to the square root of the backscattered laser radiation, due to the
photomixing with the the local oscillator. The fact that it is proportional to
the square root of the backscattered power increases the dynamic range of the
signal-chain electronics.

5. 93-50 Ohm Impedence Matching Network

This component is added to match the impedances of the RHG linear
amplifier and the filter.

6. Cir-Q-Tel Flat Phase Filter

The electronic filter was carefully chosen to have the proper
frequency response with minimal pulse distortion. The frequency range is from
2.4 MHz (to accommodate a 300-ns pulse width) to 400 kHz (375-m range
resolution). (The relationship between frequency and range resolution can be
understood by recalling that light travels a round-trip kilometer in 6.67
microseconds.) The transient digitizer has a 50-ns window, necessitating some
pulse stretching for the 5-MHz sampling rate typically employed with MAPM. The
type of filter chosen was Bessel because it has the flattest response of the
three basic filter types (Chebyshev and Butterworth were also evaluated). The
number of poles ordered was 7, selected to given an optimal roll-off rate (6
dB/octave/ pole). The filter is removed for 10- and 20-MHz operation.

7. Flip-Flop Array

A flip-flop array circuit was designed and fabricated by Carlos
Esproles at JPL. The purpose of the circuit is to use timing information from
the digital delay generator to turn on and off the Daico RF switch which can be
used to -,end the heterodyne signal to either the low- or high-gain RHG linear
amplifier. This feature would be useful if the dynamic range of the signal were
too large to be accommodated by the transient digitizer. To date, this feature
has not been required.

8. RF Switches and RF Power Splitter

Daico Model 100C1562 RF switches and an RF power splitter provide
up to 65 decibels of isolation in switching RF from one port to another.

9. RFI Shielding

The electronics responded to the high-voltage discharges associated
with firing the pulsed lasers. Especially prominent was a large feature about
1.5 microseconds before the laser radiation was emitted, but there were also RFI
spikes that occurred at later times. Several things were done to reduce the
post-laser-firing RFI noise. 7irst, braided shielding was placed over the BNC
cable from the signal chain electronics to the transient digitizer and
oscilloscope. Second, the same was done to the SMA cables from the photomixer
to the electronics enclosure, from the enclosure to the bias box, and from the
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bias box to the Trontech preamplifiers. One cable was grounded at the enclosure

but not at the photomixer. Third, a small aluminum chassis box was placed over

the photomixer bias box. Fourth, an RFI-shielded enclosure was made for the

signal chain electronics from solid metal with isolated feedthroughs and

"freezer" contacts between the lid and the side walls. Occasionally, RFI still

invaded the data. The cause was traced to loose SMA connectors, or, for one

particular case, to the wiring inside one photomixer dewar where the lead wires

were not coaxial (the preferred arrangement) or pigtailed but entirely separate

and passing through separate case feedthroughs. Near the end of the project,

considerable RFI associated with the yellow transmitter laser developed. The

exact source has not been identified.

10. Transient Digitizer

The Hewlett-Packard (HP) Waveform Recorder Model 5182A was chosen as
the transient digitizer. While it nominally has 10-bit resolution at low data
rates, at high speeds, this drops to 7.8 effective bits, which is higher than
the approximately 7.0 effective bits for comparable transient digitizers. In
addition, Hewlett-Packard had already developed the software required to transfer
the data from the transient digitizer to the HP computer disk at a 300-kbps rate.

The 5182A has a number of features that permit the data to be recorded
in an optimal manner. There are 1024 channels, which allow the signals from each
of two laser pulses to be recorded for 100 microseconds (15 km) each at a 5-MHz
rate. This is usually sufficient for the backscatter signal from one laser to
recede into the noise before the other laser is fired. However, after the
optical choppers were added in the LO beam paths, the transient digitizer was
operated in the "toggle mode" in which a few millisecond interval can be placed
between the two 100-microsecond intervals used for the lidar signals. In the
toggle mode, the highest prf at which the data system has been operated is about
30 Hz. However, the use of external pulse inputs should permit operation at 100
Hz or more to be realized. Among the settings that can be controlled from the
front panel are sampling rate (to 20 MHz), voltage range, offset voltage and
pretrigger sampling region. The panel can be set manually or from the computer.
Once it is set, the computer can read the settings and place the transient
digitizer in the "direct memory access" transfer mode for data acquisition and
transfer.

When the 5182A was delivered, it was noted that the output for a
linear ramp input had some nonlinear features, even at low sampling rates where
it. was expected to perform to 10-bit resolution. It was returned to HP. where
a defective chip was replaced and the instrument readjusted.

K. DIGITAL DELAY GENERATOR (DDG)

A California Avionics Model 103DR Digital Delay Generator was included to
control the time delay between firing the two pulsed lasers, and to control the
gain switching using the Daico RF switch, should it be necessary. The DDG is
triggered by either a pulse or by the positive edge of a square wave. It has
three TTI. outputs, and can generate time delays from I microsecond to 10 seconds.
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L. MONITORING EQUIPMENT

Several pieces of equipment were purchased for use in monito-'ring or
diagnosing various components of the lidar system. These inc'-de bcth
electronics and optical instruments. They are described, along wian their
application, in the following paragraphs. Many of these componeni-s are shown
in Figure 6.

1. Storage Oscilloscope

A Tektronix Model 7834 Mainframe Storage Oscilloscope with four
plug-in units (Dual Trace Amplifier, Model 7A26, Differential Amplifier, Model
7A22, Real Time Base, Model 7B53A, and Delaying Time Base, Model 7B85) was
purchased for use in monitoring the pulsed laser pulse shape, frequency offset
from the local oscillators, and lidar signals. It has a storage mode of
operation, so that fast waveforms can be examined carefully. It responds to
frequencies up to 400 MHz, which is important for monitoring frequency offsets
from the IF output of the RHG linear amplifier and pulse shape using a
room-temperature HgCdTe detector.

2. RF Spectrum Analyzer

The Hewlett Packard RF Spectrum Analyzer with three plug-in units
(Display Section, Model 141T, RF Section Model 8554B, and IF Section, Model
8552A) is used occasionally to monitor frequency offsets between the two cw CO2
lasers (when they are being observed for frequency stability), to verify single
frequency operation of the cw C02 lasers, and to check for ground loop problems.
In doing so, care must be taken to ensure that the amount of power incident on
the photomixer does not drive the photomixer and electronics into saturation.
If it does, many additional frequencies appear as harmonics and sums and
differences.

3. Room-Temperature HgCdTe Detector

A 1-mm diameter HgCdTe detector, manufactured in Poland and sold in
the US by Boston Electronics, is used to monitor the pulse shape of the pulsed
CO2 lasers when they are being adjusted for single longitudinal mode (SLM)
operation. The output is observed on the storage scope. When SLM operation is
achieved, the pulse will have a smooth envelope; when SLM operation is not
achieved, high-frequency hash will be observed inside the envelope. An attempt
was made to use this detector as a photomixer in order to monitor the beat
frequency between pulses and cw CO2 lasers, but the sensitivity was not high
enough for this application.

4. Boxcar Averager

A Princeton Applied Research Model 162 Boxcar Averager was
incorporated into the system to speed the alignment procedure for the
transmitters with the receiver, Typically, a hillside at a distance of 5 km is
used as a target. Alignment at this distance should imply alignment from about
1.5 km to 15 km. The boxcar averager is adjusted to monitor the backscatter from
the hillside, and to display a signal proportional to the average value of the
signal for the preceding few seconds, with an update several times a second.
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After the beams are aligned, atmospheric backscatter signals are
stored and analyzed on the computer, and the process is repeated, if necessary.
The boxcar averager must be disconnected from the signal cable before data is
stored in the computer; failure to do so results in a long tail added to the
data.

5. Spectrum Analyzer

A grating spectrograph with a graphite or fluorescent screen from
Optical Engineering is used to determine the lines on which the CO2 lasers are
operating. The scale above the screen gives the laser line designations; the
scale below gives the wavelength in microns. The graphite screen is better for
pulsed laser radiation (it emits a bright flash) while the fluorescent screen
is better for cw laser operation (it gives a dark line where the laser radiation
quenches the UV-excited fluorescence).

6. Laser Power Meters

Three laser power meters are used to monitor the laser powers. Two
are permanently installed in the system for monitoring the cw CO2 laser power,
while one can be placed in front of either pulsed laser to monitor pulsed laser
power. Those for the cw C0, lasers are Scientech, Model 365, with digital
readout, the other is Coherent Inc., Model 302. The Model 365 can read up to
20 watts, and have a 5-10 s time constant, while the Model 302 can read up to
100 watts, and has a 1-s time constant.

M. COMPUTER

The Hewlett-Packard System 1000, Model A900, Micro 29 Minicomputer was
chosen primarily for its ability to acquire data rapidly and process them at a
moderate rate. In addition, the computer is convenient to operate. A block
diagram of the computer system is shown in Figure 7.

N. REMOTE SAMPLE CHAMBER

The sample chamber for remote use was designed and fabricated at JPL. The
chamber was used to contain a known concentration of gases to calibrate the
lidar for each particular gas. The cell length is 60 cm, the diameter I m. The
walls are made of Teflon sheet rolled into a cylinder, and held in place by means
of a wooden frame. The windows are made of 0.4-mil thick polyethylene. A muffin
fan is placed near the bottom of the cell to mix the injected gas. Liquids and
gases can be injected using graduated syringes. Laboratory tests indicated that
absorption of CO2 laser radiation by methanol stayed constant over a period of
10 minutes, indicating that the vapor was neither adsorbing onto the walls nor
escaping through leaks in the chamber at a perceptible rate.

0. ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT CELL

A small cell was fabricated for use in the laboratory for making COZ laser
measurements of absorption coefficients of various gases. The cell walls are
stainless steel, coated with Teflon to reduce adsorption of molecular species
onto the walls. The windows are ZnSe with antireflective coating-. The cell
length is 19 cm; the diameter, 5 cm. Two inlet-outlet ports that can be
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Figure 7. Bl~ock Diagram of the Computer System
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connected to vacuum equipment. The design is similar to that of a cell

successfully used for hydrazine fuel gas measurements (Reference 35).

P. LIST OF COMPONENTS

A list of the major MAPM components, their suppliers, model numbers, and
specifications, is given in Table 6. Their layout in the system is shown in
Figure 8.
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TABLE 6 MAJOR MAPM COMPONENTS

Item Supplier* Model No. Specifications

Semitrailer Diamond B. Co. 35' long

Pulsed CO2  Laser Science, Inc. PRF 150S 150 Hz, SLM'
Lasers

cw CO2  Ultra Lasertech 3822 1-2 W
Lasers

Laser Neslab RTE-4,
Coolers HX-75

HgCdTe New England Research 0.25mmx0.25mm
Detector- Center 77K
Signal

HgCdTe Boston Electronics ROO5A 1 mmxl mm
Detector 300K

Transient Hewlett-Packard 5182A 20 MHz, 7.7 eff.
Digitizer bits

Data Hewlett-Packard 000,
Computer Micro 29

Scan Mirror Aerotech ADM 130-24M 24* aperture
Mount,
Controller UNIDEX III

Optical Modern Optics 4'xl0xl'
Table & lower shelf

Beam- S.O.R.L COAR IOXI5 10X 15-cm diam.
expanding
Telescope

Oprical Rofin-Sinar 7505 10-200 Hz
Chopper

Linear Cir-Q-Tel FLT/21L-4-7/ 0.2 to 2.5 MHz
Phase 50-3A/3A
Filter

*Mention of the supplier's uame does not constitute an
endorsement of the supplier by the Air Force. NASA. JPL, or
CalTech.
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TABLE 6 MAJOR MAPM COMPONENTS (CONCLUDED)

Item Supplier* Model No. Specifications

Off-Axis J. L. Wood Optical 4" off axis,
Parabolic 12" diam.
Receiver
Mirror

Flat Prisms Unlimited 24" dia, 1-5/8"
Mirrors thick

Window Hardware store 0.4-mil
polyethylene

Dome B. E. Meyers & Co. 2-m diam.
fiberglass

Littear IF RHG Electronics EST 301OLD f- 30 MHz,
Amplifier Af- 10 MHz

Digital California Avionics 103 CR resolution
Delay 100 ns
Generator to 10 s

*Mention of the supplier's name does not constitute an
endorsement of the supplier by the Air Force, NASA, JPL, or
CalTech.
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SECTION III

DATA PROCESSING CODES

A number of data processing codes were used for MAPM. Some were adapted from
the Winds Measurement Assessment task (Reference 36), while others were developed
especially for MAPM. This section describes the most important codes.

CRUMS7 is the primary code used for processing the lidar data. As the "7"
indicates, it is the seventh version developed. Earlier versions employed
different algorithms for subtracting background noise, and had less capability
to manipulate the data. CRUMS7 does the following:

1. Reads all inputs from a disk file.

2. Reads pulse-pair data from the disk (LU 19). The pulse-pair data is in
the form of 1024 channels containing two pulses: pulse A and pulse B (thus, the
term pulse-pair).

3. Discriminates pulse-pair data (according to input parameters) so that
only "good" pulse-pairs are used.

'4. Adds a number of pulse pairs (typically (30-100)) together.

5. Subtracts pre- oj. post-nulse background level from the sum of the pulse
pair set.

6. Squares the pulse-pairs (and multiplies by the range**2 if needed).

7. Calculates and subtracts the background of the squares (using a range
of channels which are inputs) and subtracted -- this changes the baseline of the
squares.

8. Adds the pulse-pair squares.

9. Takes the ratio of pulse A to pulse B (or vice versa) when a specified
(by an input) number of squares are used.

10. Takes different sets of ratios -- each set corresponding to a different
number of squares used before the ratio is taken,

11. Calculates the natural logarithm of these ratios.

12. Calculates the derivative of these log ratios with respect to distance.

13. Does Step 11 on all the sets of ratios, and Step 12 can be done on any
ratio set desired.

,1-.. Calculates means and standard deviations of all the sets of ratios --

this entails going through the data a second time.
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15. Plots squares, ratios, derivatives, etc. The squares can be saved ina disk file for archiving and future further processing.

The previous version, CRUMS6, was used in analyzing data up through July1987 (for example, Reference 20). CRUMS6 is similar to CRUMS7 except that Steps(4) and (5) involve calculating and subtracting the minimum values of each laser
pulse before proceeding. The rationale for this was to avoid squaring negativenumbers. It was finally realized that this approach introduces a range-dependent
bias into the calculations in that cross-terms between the offset between the
minimum value and the background level with noise and backscattered signal valuesthat cannot be corrected for. While both CRUMS6 and 7 give similar results for
strong signals, CRUMS6 gave larger values for weaker signals at long range.

More recently, another data analysis code, CRUMS8, was developed. Itprocesses the data in much the same way as does CRUMS7, but is intended for usein displaying a large number of sequential measurements. A given data set isdivided into a number of subsets, and each subset is processed and stored. Afterthese calculations, the data can be displayed using either a color graphics
package a three-dimensional overlay code. In the color graphics package, thehorizontal axis is used to display time (up to 50 traces can be displayed), thevertical axis is used to display distance, and color is used to display the
derivative of the natural logarithm of the ratio of the signal at the two laserlines. In the 3-D overlay code, each derivative is placed diagonally on the
screen, with a small separation between successive traces. One disadvantage ofthis code is that peaks for some traces can obscure later data. The presentation
of the data can be inverted so that later data is shown first.

Another useful program is "ATTEN," devaloped by Michael Kavaya for the NASAWinds Measurement Assessment task (Reference 36). This program calculates theatmospheric attenuation due to carbon dioxide and water vapor continuum as afunction of laser line frequency, and atmospheric temperature, pressure, andrelative hm.idity. Data on atmospheric CO2 absorptfo- lines includes the groundstate energy levels and line widths from the HITRAN *ta base (Reference 37).The water vapor continuum uses the temperature and wavelength dependence in
HITRAN.

A third data analysis program is "BETA," originally developed by Kavayaand Menzies for the NASA Winds Measurement Assessment task (Reference 36). Thisprogram takes the multipulse averaged lidar signal, generally stored afterprocessing the dat from any run, and calculates a relative backscatter
coefficient, as well as the signal noise level. The input parameters include
a calculated transmitter/receiver overlap function, the laser line used, thelidar vertical pointing angle, the total and molecular extinction coefficientsin the bo1u,,T y 'i IPy'er, and the height of the inversion layer. This program hasproven useful in highlighting aeosol ý;tructure along the lidar path andestimating the total extinction coefficient which, with the molecular extinction
coefficient calculated using "ATTEN," can be used to estimate the aerosol
extinction coefficient or molecular line extinction coefficients.
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The transmitter/receiver overlap function code was developed for the Winds
Measurement Assessment task, primarily for the annular output beam of an unstable
resonator laser (Reference 38). MAPN, on the other hand, has a truncated
Gaussian beam, so the calculations with this code are not fully appropriate for
MAPM. The incorporation of the truncated Gaussian case is planned.
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SECTION IV

OPERATION

A. TURN-ON PROCEDURE

MAPM has been operated for a sufficient period of time such that its operation
is reasonably well understood, and it can be made fully operational within one
hour from initial turn on. A large portion of the delay is due to the lasers
which must reach a thermal equilibrium before becoming stable. Some of the time
is also spent making sure that the transmitters are properly aligned with the
receiver.

A turn-on and check-out procedure protocol has been developed and can be
referred to as required. If the pulsed lasers return to their pointing direction
of the previous run, very little adjustment will be required of the beam steering
mirrors. It is best to wait five to ten minutes after turning the lasers on
before making any adjustments of the output coupler. The procedure is as
follows:

1. Put on safety goggles

2. Turn on electronics

3. Turn on cw laser

a. close output port
b. turn water on
c. turn power supply on
d. turn stabilization off
e. turn Lansing controller on
f. turn Scientech on

4. Optics

a. remove dust covers
b. blow off dust with bottled gas

5. Turn on pulsed lasers

a. turn gas cylinder on (check gas pressures - 20 lbs on regulators,
several hundred pounds in cylinders)

b. turn power supply on

c. set gas flow to laser (5-10 win)

d. turn laser head on
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e. turn water on

f. set Coherent power meter in front of laser

g. set prf

h. turn high voltage on - 70 to 100 percent, depending on PRF, etc.

i. turn on gain cell - 6 mA

J. fire

k. adjust grating, if required

1. adjust output coupler (vertical only) if required - after thermal
equilibrium is reached

6. Check alignment between He-Ne and pulsed CO2 in the center of beam
expander using liquid crystal film

7. Single longitudinal mode (SLM) operation

a. place 300K HgCdTe detector after beam expander

b. observe signal on scope

c. close output iris 4.5 to 8 turns (until SLM observed)

d. adjust Burleigh bias to get single mode

e. adjust gas pressure (if required) to change effective cavity
length

8. Photomixer

a. cool detector with liquid nitrogen

b. turn on bias box

c. check that local oscillator is centered on photomixer and not too
powerful using digital voltmeter (DVM); replenish 1N2 dewar
periodically.

9. Transmitter/Receiver

a. align, using He-Ne lasers

b. note settings (H and V) for first octagonal mirror efter beam
splitter

c. adjust octagonal mirror while watching scope and boxcar averager.
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10. Frequency-offset setting

a. place mask with small hole over output of beam expander

b. lower retroreflector to couple pulsed C02 laser radiation into
photomixer

c. observe IF output from RHG on scope

d. stabilize cw CO2 laser with offset control on shelf

e. find setting for maximum IF signal

f. if large signal not found, verify that lasers are on the same
line

g. vary bias setting on the PZT of the pulsed laser, but check
with the 300K detector that single-mode operation is achieved

h. check photomixer dewar for IN2

i. flip retroreflector cut of beam

11.. Transmission into atmosphere

a. install polyethylene window

b. ensure retroreflector is out of beam path

c. aim at a hard target 5 km away

d. adjust octagonal mirror in a range of 2-10 small micrometer
divisions from the original setting, searching for a signal,
watching scope and boxcar averager

e. optimize the signai with mirror, Burleigh, L.O., diaphragms

12. Recovering signal

a. check Sclentech power reading - if low, restabilize
b. check pulsed laser for single mode operation
c. possibly adjust bias of Burleigh box
d. check photomixer dewar for IN2

13. Transient digitizer

a. reset until ready to receive commands
b. set range (500 mV)
c. set offset (-400 mV)
d. set time base (50 ns to 200 ns)
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f. set delay step to 1 ms
g. set delay to approximately -10 ms
h. set arm to normal
i. set trigger to external
"J. set trigger level to 2.5 V or 99%

14. HP 1000

On the terminal, enter the following commands:
COMD
FMl
X

INDAT
number of digitized pulses to sum before storing on disk, nu~nber 1024 word

sums to store on disk, location of first sum on disk.

B. MAPM DATA LOG

Table 7 provides a list of the days MAPM was operated during the project, the
measurement objective, and any comments on the system performLnce or measurement
objective that seem important.
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TABLE 7 MAPM DATA LOG

Date Measurement Comments

9-15-86 1OP(22)

9-16 WATER VAPOR

9-26 ALIGNMENT

10-3 1OP(20)-1OP(10) N1/2 DATA

11-3 VERTICAL AEROSOLS

11-7 VERTICAL AEROSOLS CIRRUS CLOUD

11-10 VERTICAL AEROSOLS

11-11 VERTICAL AEROSOLS

11-12 WATER VAPOR 10 MICRONS

11-17 WATER VAPOR 10 MICRONS

11-19 WATER VAPOR 10 MICRONS

12-4 WATER VAPOR 9 MICRONS

12-8 SYSTEM TESTS

12-10 SYSTEM TESTS RFI PROBLEM TRACED

12-11 WATER VAPOR 9 MICRONS

12-31 WATER VAPOR 9 MICRONS

2-6-87 AEROSOLS - 1OP(20) FOR PROJECT WITH ANCELLET

2-26 VARIOUS LINE PAIRS: FIRST USE OF CHOPPERS
1OP(24)/1OP(22)
IOP(32)/IOP(22)
1OP(1O)/IOP(22)

2-27 1OP(22)/10P(24) BOXCAR INTEGRATOR IN
1OP(22)/IOR(12) CIRCUIT

3-2 IOP(24)/IOP(22) WITH AND WITHOUT CHOPPER
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TABLE 7 MAPM DATA LOG (CONTINUED)

Date Measurement Comments

3-3-87 1OP(14)/1OP(12) NEW GAIN CELL IN "RED"
LASER

3-4 9R(12)/9P(24)
9R(12)/9R(22)

3-23 9P(20)/9P(20) RECALIBRATED PULSED LASER

LINES

5-6 9P(14)/9P(22) OZONE, SMALL PHOTOMIXER

5-12 9P(14)/9P(22) OZONE, SMALL PHOTOMIXER

5-14 9P(14)/9P(22) OZONE, SMALL PHOTOMIXER

5-15 9P(14)/9P(22) OZONE, SMALL PHOTOMIXER

7-10 1OP(20) REPLACEMENT PHOTOMIXER

7-13 1OP(20)

7-20 1OP(14)/10P(20) ETHYLENE

7-22 1OP(14)/10P(20) SAMPLE CHAMBER - ETHYLENE

10-7 30-Hz OPERATION

10-8 TEST

10-9 TEST

10-13 TEST

10-16 TEST

10-21 TEST

10-27 TEST YELLOW LASER OUTPUT COUPLER
BURNED. ELECTRONIC SENSITIVITY
TO ARCING REDUCED IN YELLOW LASER.

10-30 TEST
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TABLE 7 MAPH DATA LOG (CONCLUDED)

Date Measurement Comments

11-12-87 TEST AIMED AT MESA, OPTIMIZED FOR

MEASUREMENTS FROM 0.5 TO 1 KM

11-13 ETHYLENE FREE RELEASE

11-16 ETHYLENE FREE RELEASE

11-18 ETHYLENE FREE RELEASE

11-29 PULSE WIDTH STUDIES

12-1 TEST REPLACE UV PREIONIZER IN
RED LASER

12-2 TEST

12-7 GROUND CLOUD
MEASUREMENTS

12-11 TEST

12-14 SIGNAL AVERAGING
MEASUREMENTS

12-15 SAMPLE CHAMBER NOT ENOUGH MATERIAL
MEASUREMENTS INJECTED

12-21 SAMPLE CHAMBER MOSTLY SUCCESSFUL
MEASUREMENTS

12-22 SAMPLE CHAMBER COMPLETED THE
MEASUREMENTS MEASUREMENTS
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SECTION V

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. DIAL SIGNAL AVERAGING

MAPM was used to help determine when DIAL signal averaging could be expected
to result in an improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that varies as
N"2, where N is the number of lidar pulse pairs averaged, and when it cannot.
A series of measurements reported by researchers at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) Lincoln Laboratories had shown that it was seemingly impossible
to obtain N"2 improvement when a stationary hard target was used (References 26,
32, 39, and 40). Recent MAPM data was analyzed to show that for N at least out
to 2000, N"' behavior could be expected for atmospheric backscatter in a
stationary atmosphere (Reference 41). These results are consistent with results
reported for a UV DIAL system using atmospheric backscatter (Reference 42). In
general, such results are expected because the atmospheric aerosols decorrelate
in a few microseconds or less (Reference 43), and because the atmosphere is
relatively stationary over short periods of time. However, if the ratio of the
two lidar signals changes during the measurement, due to changes in absorption
or scattering, then there will be deviations from N"2 behavior. Such was
demonstrated with MAPM by processing together two sequential data sets - one for
the laser lines tuned to be sensitive to water vapor, and the other tuned to be
insensitive to water vapor, A further limitation to N"' behavior with
atmospheric backscatter was found to be background noise. It appears to provide
a limit at about 1000 pulse pairs if the atmosphere has not changed in the
meantime.

The results given in References 26, 32. 39, and 40, where deviations from
N'' behavior were evident even for N - 10, and even if both lasers were tuned
"to the same line, are thought to be due primarily to the limited change in
intensity distribution on the receiver from pulse to pulse when a fixed hard
target is used. Atmospheric turbulence causes only a small modulation from pulse
to pulse (see, for example. References 28 and 44).

B. WATER VAPOR

MAPM was used early in the measurement program to measure atmospheric water
vapor. This effort was motivated in part by the occurrence of water vapor in
the atmosphere at various concentrations, and in part by the importance of water
vapor in weather, climate, and remote sensing. To aid in the interpretation of
the data, considerable effort was expended to review and revise the values of
the absorption coefficients appearing in the literature. It was demonstrated
that MAPM could measure water vapor concentrations to an accuracy of about
+1 torr-km at ranges from 2 to 6 km.
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1. Water Vapor Absorption Coefficients

There have been six comparable sets of water vapor absorption coefficient
data measured using CO, lasers, usually with an optoacoustic cell or spectrophone
for detecting the weak absorptions (References 46-50). However, the published
values differed considerably, primarily due to assuming different values for the
ethylene absorption at the 1OP(14) CO, laser line, which was used for transfer
calibration of the optoacoustic cells as well as whether nitrogen or synthetic
air was used as the buffer gas, and to the amount of care that went into the
experiment. Thus, the first task was to determine the best current estimate of
this absorption coefficient, then adjust the published water vapor absorption
coefficients accordingly. Using seven reported values of the ethylene absorption
coefficient, an average value of 35.0 ±2.2 atm1 cmt at 300 K, 760-torr total
pressure, was determined. When the water vapor values were then revised to
reflect this value, as well as corrections to the continuum absorption for
suspected impurities in the measurement cells, all of the strong water vapor
absorption coefficients for 300 K, 1.0 torr of water vapor in 760-torr total
pressure with synthetic air as the buffer gas showed relative agreement between
laboratories of ±16 percent or better; the values are given in Table 8 (see also
Reference 51). Note that the values in Table 8 differ from the values given in
Reference 20. Values measured with N, buffer gas could not be used in this
analysis because the 0, pressure broadening coefficient is about 75 percent of
that for N,. so that a few percent error is introduced.

Measurements of the water vapor continuum were also carefully analyzed. The
spectrophone measurements with air as the buffer gas (References 45, 48, and
49) gave values generally 40 to 70 percent higher than for the measurements made
using nitrogen as the buffer gas (References 46, 47, and 50). In Reference 46,
it was shown that air gives a slightly smaller value for the water vapor
continuum absorption than does nitrogen. In Reference 51 it was argued that the
best value for water vapor continuum absorption is about the same as in
References 47 and 53, and the 10-micron band of Reference 50, and that the values
reported in References 45, 48, and 49, and the 9-micron band in Reference 50 were
higher due to impurities arising either from the water vapor or from the sample
cell. It was suggested that further measuremen's are required to fully resolve
this controversy.

Values useful for DIAL measurements are given in Table 9. together with the
temperature dependences. Note that there is an order of magnitude diiference
in the water vapor differential absorption coefficients, bC, at various laser
lines and that there is a strong temperature dependence (1.9 to 3.7 percent per
degree C). The large variation in the absorption coefficients is useful as the
concentration (C) and measurement range, R. changes, since optimal measurements
are made when the exponential factor. 2 AaCR. is approximately equal to unity.
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TABLE 8 COMPARISON OF WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS

DETERMINED USING CO, LASERS WITH THE VALUES ON
THE AIR FORCE GEOPHYSICS LABORATORY (AFGL)
SPECTRAL DATA TAPES FOR 10-TORR PARTIAL PRESSURE,
300 K, a(C1h,) - 35.0 atm' cm'-

0O7 Laser Line CO, Laser Value' AFGL Value'
Frequency'

Designation (cm') (10' cmt) (10" cm')

10P(40) 924.9740 12.4 + 1.5 20.5

10P(20) 944.1940 0.93 + 0.15 0.88

1OP(!6) 947.7420 1.05 + 0.05 1.05

1OR(i2) 970.5472 2.11 + 0.06 2.03

10R(L4) 971.9303 1.72 + 0.06 0.88

10R(16) 973.2885 1.37 + 0.17 1.08

10R(18) 974.6219 0.95 + 0.08 0.79

iOR(20) 9/5.9304 11.3 + 1.3 10.4

10R(22) 9/1.2139 1.35 + 0.15 1.04

9P(28) 1039.3693 2.93 + 0.11 1.63

9P(10) 10V5.62bl 2.61 + 0.22 2.28

9R(2) 10 73.1, s 0 q8 9 0.16 1 7

1• f 14) 1('14.l64b " . ,6 + 0.01 18y

-;R(16) t01,1.• 9H0.,49 + 0.01 I .0

QR(30) 1(184.63)1 2.18 ± + ! 0.62

9R(32) 1085.1654 1.05 + 0. )8 O/5

"Bradley et al., 1Q86 (Reference 52f.

1ncludr-s 6.24 percent uncerta.ntv due t , the unciertaintv in determining the
value of the ethylene absorption co-tf: "ient for the 101(114) CO: lAser line.

"Rothman et A] . 1987 (Reference 3!
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TABLE 9 CO, LASER LINE PAIRS USEFUL FOR WATER VAPOR MEASUREMENTS

Differential
AC" AC' Absorption

Temperature Coefficient

CO, Laser Lines for IO-Torr, Uncertainty Dependence for CO,
300K

Signal Reference (10' cm*,) (10', cm") (%/C) (atm" cm-')'

1OR(20) IOR(18) 10.6 1.6 2.1 -1.5E-4

9R(14) 9R(18) 3.02 0.25 1.9 -3.OE-5

9R(14) 1R(12) 3.01 0.25 2.4 +2.lE-4

IOR(12) 1OR(IO) 1.37 0.20 3.4 +2.6E-4

fOR(12) IOR(18) 1.38 0.20 3.7 -l.5E-4

for 10-Torr partial pressure of water vapor.

Referetnct' 21.

2. DIAL .t~asurements

A set of datA using the lOR(20)/IOR(l8) COM laser line pair is shown in

Figure ). T11 signal for the 1OR(20) lint drops below the. noise level beyond

6 km due to strong attenuation by water vaipor. The psvchrometer-determined value

near the lidar was 3.9 0.1 torr. while the 4iAtPH-determinei value from 1.5 to

5 km was 3.3 +0.8 torr (see- Table 10). Note !hat the water vapor concentration

appcva;• to h1" olfr[tVlm over v hi rangf" whilt- sam. Va iat'i on in zhe water vip-1t"
_dtl~ , .tit . t i c ' :j t o 5b - e x v -c t ed , it % h ,cttld 1w f •)i l y xzn i f o r' , i n th , p l • ,n O ! aj

bounidary laver or "mixitir" layer. Tho rnrasut'•,m~nt tir*, app roximatelY five

mint-cs. rmav -also tend to over ag, wut coWCi,-nt.at on [luctua , os
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Figure 9. Water Vapor DIAL Measurement Signals
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TABLE 10 SUMMIARY OF WATER VAPOR MEASUREMENTS

Psychrometer CO2  Number MAPM Measure-
Date Temper- Water Vapor Laser of Water Vapor ment

(1986) ature Concentrat. Line LaC Pulse Concentrat. Range
(C) (Torr) Pair (10' cm-) Pairs (Torr)** (km)

Nov. 12 26.5 3.9±0.7 IOR(20) 10.6 1836 3.3±0.8 1.5-5
1OR(18)

Nov. 12 26.5 3.9+0.7 10F(12) 1.3 2567 6.2±5.6 1.7-6
1OR(18)

Nov. 19 15 10.2±0.5 1OR(20) 7.9 1452 11.7+1.5 1.5-2.4
1OR(18)

Nov. 19 16.5 10.2+0.5 1OR(12) 0.8 4397 17.0+6,0 2.3-6
1OR(18)

"Dec. 31 13.5 3.3±0.2 9R(14) 2.4 5839 4.7±2.0 1-4.3
9R(18)

* For a water vapor partial pressure of 10 torr.

** This value includes both the lidar random measurement error and the

absorption coefficient uncertainty.
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C. OZONE MEASUREMENTS

During the time that only the small (0.15 mm square) backup photomixer was
available, MAPM was used to measure ambient ozone. The lasers were tuned to the
9P(14)/9P(22) line pair where the differential absorption coefficient is 11
atm-icm-t . A Dasibi ozone monitor was used to make point measurements near the
lidar system. Results are listed in Table 11.

TATje. 11 OZONE MEASUREMENTS USING MAPM

Date Number of MAPM 0, Dasibi 0,
(1987) Time Pulse Pairs (ppb) (ppb)

May 12 5:35 p.m. 7,000 140 90-95

May 14 4:38 p.m. 7,000 114 120

May 15 2:38 p.m. 7,000 120 100-110

May 15 2:47 p.m. 7,000 120 100-110

May 15 4:44 p.m. 7,000 60 65-70

D. ETHYLENE FREE RELEASE

In order to demonstrate that MAPM c-ould be used co measure concentrations
of molecular species in plumes, an ethylene £ree release experiment was designed
and carried out. A cylinder of ethylene was taken to a site on a hillside 500
m east of the lidar site. The lidar was aimed at .-. point either above or
downwind of the release point, and was tuned to the 1i?(14)/lOP(12) CO2 laser
lines where the differential absorptioa coefficient was about 31 atm1" cm•. The
pulse-stretching filter was removed from the signal-chain electronics in order
to allow measurements to be mado witi a 40-i range resolution, given by the laser
pulsewidth. (The actual resolution may be somewhat lower due to averaging
required with the DIAL technique.) The lidar wan turned on and used to make
timeasurements before, during, and after the cylinder was vented to the atmosphere.
(The technician controlling the release could 'ovar the popping sound caused by
the laser beam hitting the ethylene aind causiln it to expand.) The data were
processed and displayed in color on the CRT (see Figure 10). Concentrations up
to 3 ppm were measured In one case, the wind w_-n blowing along the lidar
point ing cdrpction. and thi. ethylene plurw did not. appear until about 200 m
downwind of the release sl e. where- it was blown into the lidar path due to the
locfnl topograph,. In the .•thcr case, when the wRind was blowing perpendicular
to the lidar pnnting dVreotion, the plume appe.ared near the release site.
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E. ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS

The absorption coefficients for eight molecular species were measured at about
60 CO, laser line frequencies. Those chosen were from the list provided by AFESC
after elimination of the rest of those molecular species on the list for various
reasons:

1. Those that were measured elsewhere using CO, lasers;

2. Those with weak absorption features as indicated in the Dynamac, Inc.
report (Reference 52);

3. Those with low vapor pressures;

4. Those which are expensive.

The remaining eight, along with their partial pressures in air to a total
pressure of 760 torr are:

2-butanone (15 torr)
chlorobenzene (4.9 tort)
O-dichlorobenzene (1.35 torr)
1,1-dichloroethylene (7.4 torr)
trans 1,2 dichloroethylene (16 torr)
P-dioxane (9.6 torr)
l,l,l-trichloroethane (2.23 torr)
l,l, 2 -trichlorotrifluoroethane (1.3 torr).

The samples were prepared by placing the liquid form of the material in a glass
evacuable container, pumping off all of the air, before and after freezing the
sample, then filling the Teflon-coated sample cell with 1-20 torr of the vapor,
followed by sufficient air to bring the total pressure to 760-torr. Measurements
were made at only some of the CO, laser lines where the absorption was small.
Measurement reproducibility was checked by making the measurements of each material
on at least two days. For two species, o-dichlorobenzene and p-dioxane, the
measurements repeated to ±15 percent, while for the other six, the measurements
repeated "o ±5 percent. Chlorobenzene was measured near 1 torr, and has a maximto
vapor pressure at 20' C of about 2 torr; p-dioxane was measured near 10 torr. The
averaged neasured values are given in Table 12. They do not agree well with the
values given in the Dynamac, Inc. report (Reference 55), which were as much as an
order of. magnitude smaller, probably because the values in that report were
determined at 2000 C, and with a FTIR with 4-cm4 resolution. The Dynamac values
also did not agree well with published values at CO, laser line frequencies for
those vapors which had been reported. The values in Table 13 were used to
determine the COý laser lines useful for DIAL measurements.
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TABLE 12 ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF SEVERAL ORGANIC
SOLVENT VAPORS AT C02 LASER LINE FREQUENCIES.

h0
00

Z N

0

N 0
m 6 C4 C.)

1OR(38) 0.41
,OR(36)
IOR(34)
IOR(32) 0.30 0.2 0.18 0.3
1OR(30)
1OR(28) 0.20
1OR(26) 0.39 0.20
1OR(24) 0.17
IOR(22) 0.33 0.11
1OR(20) 0.32 0. 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.3
1OR(18) 0.37 0.19
1OR(16) 0.14 0.
10R(14) 0.37 0.28
1OR(12) 0.11
1OR(1o) 0.37 0.24
1OR(8) 0.28
,OR(6) 0.38 0.27
10R(4) 0.20
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TABLE 12 ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF SEVERAL OGRANIC
SOLVENT VAPORS AT CO2 LASER LINE FREQUENCIES

(CONTINUED)

0

0

0Io
0 04

CA.

.__ , 1 P(6) 0.41
10P(8) 0.94 0.32

10P(IO) 0.96 0.48
10P(12) 1.02 0.58
lOP(14) 1.01 0.52 0.1
10P(16) 1.03 1.09
lOP(18) 1.04 0.64
1OP(20) 1.05 0.2 0.77 0.3
10P(22) 1.11 0.75
IOP(24) 1.08 0.82
10P(26) 1.05 2.42
1OP(28) 0.98 0.3 0.95 0.1
10P(30) 1.00 0.2 1.29
10P(32) 0.95 1.23
IOP(34) 0.84 1.16
IOP(36) 0.78 2.63
IOP(38) 0.68 1.38
10P(40) 0.57 1.47
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TABLE 12 ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF SEVERAL ORGANIC
SOLVENT VAPORS AT CO2 LASER LINE FREQUENCIES

(CONCLUDED)

00
0

'-4

0

9R(34) 0.36 5.1 0.3 7.7 1.0 15.9
9R(32) 4.7 6.6 2.2 13.3
9R(30) 0.31 4.5 0. 6.8 1.2 0.7 13.0
9R(28) 3.7 5.7 1.1 10.5
9R(26) 0.41 3.2 5.5 1.1 9.4
9R(24) 3.2 5.4 1.1 9.0
9R(22) 0.36 2.7 5.6 1.0 7.7
9R(20) 0.28 2.2 5,0 0.9 6.5
9R(18) 0.29 1.6 4.3 0.9 4.6
9R(16) 1.6 4.4 0.9 4.1
9R(14) 0.23 1.3 4.0 0.8 0.4 5.3
9R(12) 5.1

9P(10) 0.14 0.2 0.4 0.5 10.1
9P(12) 0. 1.0 0.2 0.9 11. 0.31
9P(14) 0.14 0.2 1.5 2.1 13.7
9P(16) 0. 3.3 0.9 15.7
9P(18) 0.1 0. 3.4 0.7 15.9
9P(20) 0. 4.0 0.7 16.6
9P(22) 0.1 0. 5.3 0.7 15.3
9P(24) 0.06 0. 4.1 0.6 16.4
9P(26) 0.1 3.9 0.6 16.5
9P(28) 0. 4.4 0.5 14.0
9P(30) 0.03 0.1 4.6 0.4 13.3
9P(32) 1.2 3.1 0.3 7.6
9P(34) 0.0 1.44 2.8 0.3 7.6
9P(36) 0.08 2.1 2.3 0.3 7.4
9P(38) 0.07 1.9 0.7 0.3 3.5
9P(40)
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The absorption coefficients thus measured, along with others published in the
literature (References 35, 55-63), can be used to choose appropriate line pairs
for various molecular species and to estimate the measurement accuracy or minimum
detectable concentration. Values for 18 molecular species are listed in Table
13.

TABLE 13 LINE PAIRS APPROPRIATE FOR SELECTED MOLECULAR SPECIES

Molecular Absorbing Refeience Separation (atm"1 MDC*
Species Line Line (cm") cm") (ppb) References

Unsymmetrical
dimethyl hydrazine 10P(34) lOP(22) 11.38 1.8 55 35, 60

Hydrazine lOP(32) 1OP(34) 1.96 3.3 30 35, 60
Trans-i,
2-dichloroethylene IOP(26) IOP(24) 1.86 1.6 63 this work

2-Butanone 10P(24) 1OR(1O) 28.59 1.0 100 this work
Vinyl chloride 1OP(22) lOP(20) 1.81 6.5 16 55, 58
Trichloroethylene 10P(20) 1OP(lO) 8.69 11.5 9 58, 61
Sulfur hexafluoride 10P(16) 1OP(1O) 5.14 620 0.16 29
Ethylene 1OP(14) lOP(12) 1.73 30.7 3.3 20
Monomethyl hydrazine 10R(8) IOR(6) 1.46 3.4 30 35, 60
Methanol 9P(34) 9P(32) 1.98 21.6 47 35
Benzene 9P(30) 9P(26) 3.85 1.6 63 55, 58
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 9P(26) 9R(18) 4.39 4.8 21 this work
o-Dichlorobenzene 9P(22) 9P(12) 8.90 4.3 24
1,1.2-Trichloro-
trifluoroethane 9P(20) 9R(18) 30.45 16.2 6 this work

Ozone 9P(14) 9P(22) 7.17 11.1 9 57
p-dioxane 9P(14) 9P(18) 3.54 1.4 70 this work
Chlorobenzene 9R(26) 9P(12) 9.02 1.9 53 this work

*MDC - Minimum detectable concentration for R - 100 m, 1 percent differential
absorptance, appropriate for ranges up to I km.
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F. REMOTE SAMPLE CHAMBER MEASUREMENTS

The sample chamber was originally positioned on Devil's Gate Dam, about 2 km
from the lidar, with a 24-inch diameter mirror placed behind it to provide
atmospheric backscattered signals. Unfortunately, the frame holding the mirror
produced such a large backscattered signal that it swamped any atmospheric
backscattered signal after the sample chamber.

The sample chamber was then moved to the top of JPL Building 272 on the Mesa
east of the lidar location. The distance between the two locations is 500
meters, and the elevation angle, 11 degrees. The nearest hill in the
line-of-sight behind the sample chamber on Building 272 is 6 km away, affording
ample clear air return from behind the sample chamber.

The lidar transmitter/receiver overlap function was adjusted for optimal
operation at just beyond 500 meters, in order to reduce the signal from the
sample chamber windows and enhance that from the atmosphere. It was found for
weak atmospheric returns that the 2-microsecond laser pulse tail reflected from
the windows was stronger than for the atmosphere. While some effort was devoted
to reducing the length of the tail by reducing the N2 flow rate (which also
reduced the total pulse energy by a factor of three), the final measurements were
made with the long tail, and with the transmitter pointing optimized for
atmospheric backscatter.

Measurements of the absorption coefficients for five molecular species were
successfully made on December 21 and 22, 1987. Known measured concentrations
of each gas was injected into the chamber. Earlier tests had shown that the
measurement error was approximately 5 percent, so sufficient material was
injected to yield approximately a 20 percent differential absorptance, four times
for each material. In making the measurements, the lidar was operated at 30 Hz
for about 11 minutes. For each molecular species, material was injected every
two minutes, starting at the 2-minute mark ending with the fifth injection. It
took about 15 min to change wavelengths for the different species. The chamber
was purged only after several materials had been injected, but since the
absorption regions of the various species did not strongly overlap, and since
the species were not expected to chemically react with each other, this was not
expected to affect the results. Unfortunately, the yellow laser channel was too
contaminated with RFI to be useful. Consequently, only the red laser channel
was used in the analysis. This procedure relies on a constancy of the relative
atmospheric backscatter from in front of and behind the sample chamber, which
seems to be acceptable for these two days.

The data were processed sets taken over 2-minute intervals. This procedure
may tend to give an underestimate of the absorption coefficient since it takes
awhile for the muffin fan to thorougbhv mix the mitter al in the chamber.
especiallv for thoqe introduced as liquids. Data for each 2-minute interval was
-teivrenced to the initial 2-minute interval with no mt erial present. An
absorption coefficient was determined for each interval, and the standard
deviat ion of the four determinat ion was taken to be the measurement uncertainty.
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The measurement results are tabulated in Table 14. For four of the materials,
ethylene, trichloroethylene, trans -1,2 dichloroethylene and chlorobenzene, the
laboratory and lidar measurements agree to within the limits of experimental
error. For benzene, however, there is a considerable discrepancy. A line with
only weak absorption for benzene was used because an earlier version of Reference
57 was used, in which the lines were mislabeled by one (9P(30) has an absorption
coefficient of 2.0 atm- cm'). The published value may be in error, but the
values reported in that paper for other materials compare well with measurements
reported elsewhere. The 9P(28) line also overlaps with a water vapor absorption
line, and if the water vapor concentration were changing during the measurement,
that could explain the discrepancy. Also, if the aerosol content were changing
in an unusual manner, the results could be explained. Since the project has come
to an end, this question will remain unresolved for the time being.

TABLE 14. REMOTE SAMPLE CHAMBER DETERMINED ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS

Sample
Laboratory* Chamber

COa Value Quantity** Value
Laser C Injected

Material Line (atm' cm') (cc) (atm. cm')

Ethylene lOP(14) 35 ±2 5 32 +2
(Reference 20)

Trichloroethylene lOP(18) 13.1 +0.8 0.25 14.5 ±1.1
(References 58, 61)

Trans -1.2 lOP(26) 2.42 ±0.1 1.7 2.6 ±0.2
dichloroethylene

Benzene 9P(28) 1.0 2 3.3 ±0.2
(References 55, 58)

Chlorobeinzene 9R(24) 3.2 +0.2 3 2.71 ±0.6

*This study unless rioted

**Ethvlene was injected as a gas; the others were injected as
liquids,
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G. RAPID PROCESSING OF DATA

Rapid processing of the lidar data is sometimes more important than accuracy
of the results, for example, when MAPM is being used in a field situation and
one wants to know whether the molecular species of interest is being detected.
The most time-consuming portion of the data analysis is that where the
minimum signal is subtracted from the raw data, the resulting values are squared,
and the background is subtracted from the squares; the second most time consuming
portion is printing the graphs (1-1/2 minutes per graph). The data are usually
processed on an individual pulse basis because this approach was considered most
accurate. However, there is some question about the validity of this assumption
because the electronic noise is convolved with the lidar signal. To determine
the impacts on processing speed and measurement accuracy, a set of 4000 pulse
pairs was analyzed several times, with the individual pulse pairs taken 1, 3,
10, 30, 100, 300 or 1000 at a time before the squaring step. The processing time
decreased from over an hour for the data taken one pulse at a time to about one
minute for the data taken 1000 pulses at a time. The family of curves for the
averaged squared values is shown for CRUMS7 in Figure 11. Note that as the
number of pulses squared at a time increased, the average value at longer ranges
decreased. It is thought that the explanation for this result is that the
average "background" determined from the pre- or post-lidar signal region using
fewer than thirty pulses is not a good average for the entire pulse.

Similar results were obtained with CRUMS6. For CRUMS6,

Q - S + n + k (3)

where

Q is the total. signal

S is the backscattered signal

n is the background noise

and

k is the offset between the minimum value of Q and the
average background noise

In the algorithm used in CRUMS6, k is introduced so that there are no negative
numnbors squared. In CRUMS6, Q is squared, and k0 is subtracted, giving:

Q'-ký - S2 + 2S(n+k) + n 2 + 2nk (4)

Note that the data presented in Reference 20 were processed one signal at a
time using CRUMS6. Since the strong signal results are relatively unaffected
by the number of lidar signals added before squaring, the results presented in
those papers are still generally sound. However, the backscatter signal beyond
5 or 6 km is exafggerated.
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H. MAPM DIAL PERFORMANCE AND SCALING

Data collected were used to determine the concentration uncertainty vs range
performance of MAPH. Data from 5 days (November 19, 1986 to March 4, 1987) were
used in the analysis, with only those data used where only one local oscillator
was incident on the photomixer at a time. This permitted use of earlier data
where both pulsed lasers were tuned to the same line, as well as later data when
the choppers were in use so that two laser lines could be used. The data chosen
were for 4000 to 7000 pulse pairs, and an interval for the derivative, of 510 m.
The fluctuations of the derivative for each kilometer from 2 to 10 or 11 km were
measured, and converted to a standard deviation by dividing the fluctuations by
2.8. Since data were choser for which ambient gases, such as water vapor and
ozone, did not contribute significantly to the atmospheric extinction, the
results are most useful for small amounts of trace gases.

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 12. For each day, one to
three curves were generated, which were averaged for the curves shown in Figure
11. Thus, at intermediate range (2 kW), the MAPM mi.asurement uncertainty is
reao4nably good. However, at greater ranges, the uncertainty increases at a rate
given approximately by R2exp(-0.5R), where R is the range (km). What appears to
be happening is that at near range, the signal-to-noise ratio (3NR), as
calculated from the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), is greater than 0.9 (see
Reference 64). At greater ranges, the CNR drops, (the atmospheric extinction
during the measurement was typically 0.25 km" due primarily to sc ttering by
aerosols and absorption by water vapor and CO,).

The are small differences in the range dependence of uncertainty for the five
data sets have not been analyzed carefully to see wLether these are significant
effects due to atmospheric extinction and backscatter.

The results from Figure 12 can be scaled up and down to give estimates ei
system performance for various gases with various differential absorption
coefficients. The slope of the curves in Figure 12 have been changed to refltcr
an atmospheric attenuation of 0.25 km" anM processing by CRUMS7. These results
are shown in Figure 13. Typical differential absorption coefficients are given:
I atm' cm' for benzene, 3 arm ' em' for hydrazine; 10 Am' -m"' for ozone;
30 atm' cm' for ethylene; 100 atm& cm' for chemical agerts; anzd 600 atrn
cm' for sulfur hexatluoride.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. FINDINGS WITH MAPM

1. Water Vapor

MAPM is able to measure water vapor concentrations in the planetary
boundary layer. The measurement results presented were obtained as a first
demonstration of M4APM's capabilities, and do not represent the ultimate
performance level possible using MAPM. Improved measurements would result from
increasing the laser prf and somewhat restricting tne measurement range. The
choice of laser lines depends on the water vapor concentration and the range of
interest. The optimum sensitivity for DIAL measurements occurs when the
round-trip differential absorption to the range is equal to unity. For low water
vapor concentrations and short ranges, the IOR(20)/IOR(18) laser line pair is
appropriate; for higher concentrations and/or longer ranges another pair from
Table 9 is appropriate.

2. Sample Chamber Measurements

The sample chamber can be used successfully to verify absorption
coefficients measured in the laboratory and to verify that the lasers are tuned
to the appropriate lines. Four out of five comparisons of absorption
coefficients agreed within about 10 percent, which was the combined experimental
error of the laboratory and sample chamber measurements. The reason for the
discrepencv in the fifth case was not investigated experimentally after the
discrepenc" was noted, but it is not considered a failing of the approach. The
sample chamber is a bit difficult to use with the lidar because the polyethylene
windows reflect the laser energy much better than does the atmosphere. When the
laser pulse has a long tail, as the LSI lasers generally do, the reflected signal
can be larger than the atmospheric backscatter signal for 100 to 200 m beyond
the chamber. Two ways around this problem were found: either shorten the laser
pulse by reducing the nitrogen content of the laser gas mixture or converge the
transmitter and receiver some distance beyond the chambei so that signals due
to window re1lection are minimized, while still having some return from in front
of the chamber.

3. Ethyl ene Free R ,,ease

14.\PM was aible to adeqtuately map the free release of ethylene out to I
km over ,i concentration range from a fraction of a part per million (ppm) over
the 15-m path average to the maximum values encountered of 3 ppm in times of ten
seconds per measurement . The minimum detectible concentration was not tested in
these measurements. but could have been if the processed signal in the absence
of ethylene were subtracted from the signals in the presence of ethylene. A\PM
was not scann(,d during the release, relying instead on the wind blowing the gas
into and out of the. ,eam. It has been noticed that when the Aerotech mirror
mount is scanned. so.- ' imc. RFI from the UNIDEX Ill controller enters the signal
chain. This problem would have to be investigated in more detail before using
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MAPM to routinely scan. Also, there were no aerosols associated with the plume,
which would have increased the measurement error due to interference.

If the molecular species being emitted were unknown or if there were
two or more species that had overlapping absorption bands, the DIAL approach
would be more difficult to implement. In those cases, it would take longer to
perform the measurement, and there might be more ambiguity in the results. An
alternative approach is to use a Fourier transform spectrometer (see Ref. 9).

B. PREPARATION OF MAPM FOR TRANSPORT

While MAPM was designed for field use, it has not been fully prepared for
transport because the decision was made early in the program to keep MAPM at JPL
through the completion of the project funded by the AFESC. The modifications
required to make MAPM field operable are relatively minor, and are outlined here.

1. Optics

The optics and optics mounts should be made more secure. Some optics
can be better fastened into their mounts or, perhaps, temporarily stowed during
transport. The mounts can be made more stable by, for example, adding opposing
or locking screws for each adjustment screw or micrometer. Spare components
should be obtained for rapid replacement in the field.

2. Equipment

Some of the equipment, such as the transient digitizer and the
minicomputer, can be tied down securely to the semitrailer, or packed in boxes
for transport.

3. Electrical Generator

An electrical generator should be rented or purchased for field use.
The requirements are: voltage - 208-3 phase, power - 30 kVA; regulation -
1-2 percent.

4. Gas Cylinders

A moderate number of size K gas cylinders are required for field
operation. At the present gas flow rate settings, a 2000-1b/in2 K cylinder with
nitrogen lasts 40 hours, with helium - 10 hours, and with carbon dioxide -
80 bours. The premixed gas cylinder for the low pressure gain cell has not been
changed In over a year of operation. The present settings were determined by
LSI for 150-Hz operation. The flow rates could be reduced for 40 Hz operation,
but would require a series of measurements to optimize the settings.

5. Ancillary Equipment

Meteorological parameter monitoring equipment would be useful for
temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed.
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6. Photomixer

Currently, there are two sizes of photomixer: 0.15 x 0.15 mm2 and 0.25
x 0.25 mm2 . It was found that when the smaller one was used, the signal strength
was reduced by about 60 percent, the same as the ratio of the areas of the two
photomixers. While the larger size was chosen to be optimal for the receiver
optics, it could be that slight optical imperfections on atmospheric turbulence
give a somewhat larger Airy spot size in the receiver focal plane. New England
Research Center (NERC) can manufacture a 0.35x0.35 mm2 and a 0.50x0.50 mm2

photomixer on the same chip, so one should be ordered to determine the optimal
"photomixer size.

7. Lasers

Spare components should be obtained to avoid costly delays in the field.
Components to consider procuring include output couplers, gratings, gas cells,
Brewster-angle windows, thyratrons, electronics components, piezoelectric output
coupler translators, and other items judged by the manufacturers as likely to
fail in the near future.

8. Data System

A color graphics plotter or printer would facilitate obtaining hard
copies of the color data displays.

9. Thermostats

The thermostats should be placed in the lidar room so that the
temperature can be better regulated. Currently, the temperature is influenced
too much by outside temperatures. When it is warm outside, it tends to be below
70° F in the semitrailer, when it. is cold outside, it tends to be above 70° F in
the semitrailer. Constant semnit.railer temperature is important because the
optics in and after the laser change position with temperature.

10. Spectral Data

While some information is stored on MAPM for water vapor, and carboln

dioxide (fr i the AFGI. spectral data tapes), it would be useful both to upgirade
tiu:t data set . especially for water vapor, as well as add the available data for
absorption coefficients at CO, laser linte' frequencies for other atmospheric trace
spec i es.

C. FLMTRF USES OF MAPM

Now that MAPM h.as he*t dt, veloped and demonstrated, but not found to be

immediately use ful by the Air Force . it is importrant to try to find uses for MAPM
which take advantage of its unique capabilities as w'eIll as Imlaintain it in aan
operating condit ion. S,\',ral ideas have surfaced icorn ideias ;it .JPI. as well as
__is, ass ions with pot-t itial project sponsors. Several of these ideas are outlined
here.
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1. SF6 Tracer Studies

IMAPM could be used to obtain three dimensional measurements of sulfur
hexafluoride (SF,) released in studies of atmospheric transport and plume
dispersion. SF 6 has an extremely high absorption coefficient at the lOP(16) CO 2
laser line (620 atm2 cm', Reference 29), so that concentrations as low as 1-
2 ppb can be measured over path lengths of 500 m. SF, does not occur naturally,
so all SF6 measured is due to man-supervised releases. SF, has been successfully
used for atmospheric transport studies at the parts per trillion levels, (for
example, Reference 64) and these studies could be extended for higher
concentrations, either closer to the source of SF, or for higher release rates.

2. Water Vapor Measurements

The ability of MAPM to measure water vapor to an accuracy of about one
torr-km for several thousand pulse pairs has been demonstrated at long range.
This accuracy can be improved by longer measurement times and the addition of
the optical choppers in the local oscillator beam paths, completed subsequent
to the bulk of the water vapor measurements. Some of the potential applications
include measurement of water vapor in support of atmospheric index-of-refraction
determinations for microwave and radiowave propagation studies of water
vapor/cloud dynamics, water vapor dispersion in power plant plumes, etc.

3. Aerosol Studies

One type of aerosol study is of aerosol backscatter in the free
troposphere in support of the winds measurement from a space-based platform.
One set of measurements could be to extend the measurement of the wavelength
dependence of aerosol backscatter (Menzies et al. . Reference 65) by using the
two lasers simultaneously, one at 10.6 micron, the other at 9.25 micron, using

"or 9.11 micron using "C"O.. Another set of measurements that could be
performed simultaneously is to study the time dependence of the aerosol
backscatter in a column above the lidar as the atmosphere adverts by the lidar
site. or the sparial inhomogeneties by using the azimuth scanning capability.
Many of the measurements taken of free tropospheric backscatter have been made
aver periods of 1- 60 minutes. during which time there can be significant
variat ions in the backscatter.

4. Ozone Studies

Ozone is beconi ug eo increasing concern because regions such as the Los
Anieles Basin will not be qable to meet the U.S. EPA ozone standards. One
quest inn in partti cul"ar that !-,\PHM might be able to address is. "What are the
dil hal variations in the concentrations of ozone aloft?* Typicallv, at night.
no.one concentrations near the ground drop to very low values (20- 40 ppb) due
to scavenging by NO and lack oi photolvsis. However. if the concentrations of
ozone aloft 'erelin high overnight, when mixing of the atmosphere in the morning
brings that laver down to the ground. ozone levels can increase rapidly. If MAPH
could be located near wtere elevated ozone levels occur at night, it might be
used to show how tho entrainment and remixing occurs.
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5. Emissions of Toxic and Hazardous Gases

One of the ideas behind developing MAPM was the desire to measure
emissions of toxic and hazardous gases from a variety of sources, including
aircraft cleaning, industrial manufacturing, and hazardous waste disposal sites.
The absorption coefficients for many gas species have been measured at CO2 laser
line frequencies, and the sensitivity of MAPM to these species can be estimated.

6. Gas-to-Aerosol Conversion Studies

Ammonia reacts with sulfates and nitrates to form aerosols. There are
current sources of ammonia such as cattle feed lots, and potential sources, such
as doped power plant plumes, with ammonia added to neutralize the sulfur oxides.
MAPM, with its potential for measuring ammonia concent-ations to long ranges and
aerosols simultaneously, as well as water vapor with a short interlude, might
be useful in clarifying the ammonia to ammonium conversion process.
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D. CONSIDERATIONS FOR MAPM II

If a second-generttion version of MAPM were to be constructed, some
features might be changed to improve the ease of operation and performance of
the system. Several ideas for improvements are outlined here.

The semitrailer could be constructed so that the scan mirror could be in
place when the system arrives at a new location. It should be possible to lower
the floor by about two feet, and to reduce the floor to ceiling height by about
a foot. These changes would allow the dome to be permanently mounted on the roof
and still be under the 13 feet 6 inches minimum clearance through underpasses
on federal highways. Alternatively, the semitrailer height could be lowered a
little and provision made for raising and lowering the scan mirror from inside
the trailer, such as with a hydraulic lift. The dome might be segmented so that
it could be easily stored.

The entire system should be placed under more automatic control. MAPM
presently requires a considerable amount of attention from a skilled operator.
Such things as locking the local oscillator to 30 MHz from line center of the
pulsed laser, aligning the transmitters with the receiver, using motor drives
cn the mirror adjustments, and even tuning the lasers to various lines for
different molecular species, could be done using control electronics or
computers.

The new version should be designed to operate at a much higher prf. MAPM
was operated at prf up to 30 Hz, apparently limited by the data acquisition rate
and the chopper wheel jitter when a pair of chopper wheels was used to chop the
L.O. beams on the photomixer. (It was calculated that the data system should
operate at rates up to 45 Hz with the choppers.) Higher prf operation (to 150
Hz with the present lasers or 300 Hz with new lasers from LSI) would allow 10,000
pulse pairs to be collected in about a minute. This is a short time compared
with many atmospheric changes of interest, and the amount of data collected would
allow fairly accurate measurements of the parameters of interest.

The optics and signal chain electronics could be improved. There are some
indications that the 0.25x0.25 mmn2 photomixer is smaller than the Airy spot of
the receiver. Also, the electronic noise Wi the receiver chain seems high,
compared with the weak signal at far range. It might be possible to use a cooled
preamplifier placed near the photomixer to reduce the electronic noise.
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literature and sort out the inconsistencies that existed. Table I. ,kbsorpltion Coefficlents for CH 4 for 760 Torr, 300 K, at the

The literature was inconsistent because (1) the mea- _ __ 1OP(14) Co2 Later Line

surements reported in Refs. 1 1-. 5 were not all taken in Published Adjusted
the same temperature and water vapor partial pressure value 1'T(mperalur. value,

(at In' (K) (:slsn lon-l5 He1conditions; (2) the absorptio.i coefficient for ethylene -.- __,__,_

for the 10P(14) CO2 laser line, which is used to cali- 5 :35 17
brate the spectrophone measurements,1''-1 5 has not 29.10 3lM) 29.101 1I

been assumed to have the same value; (3) the first 33h 293 f- 54
:12.14 292 :11.71 21

report of the measurements in Ref. 13 gave values that :16-5 :36.5 21
were underestimated because the partial pressure had :18.99 297 38.79 22
not been properly determined; and (4) the values re- :14.76 :310 34,76 14
ported in Ref. 15 were measured using 100% nitrogen 31.47 2,85 32.63 23

as the buffer gas. The firs.' problem can be mostly Average 34.25 ± 2Y2
overcome by comparing data for 300 K and 10-Torr Avetage without Ref. !8 34.99 _t 2.18

partial pressure measurements. The data reported in a Adjusted to 760 Torr, 3(0 K.
Refs. 11 and 14 were measured in those conditions, At 360 Torr, converted to 35.96 atm-' cm-1 at 760 Torr.
while the data reported in Refs. 13 and 15 were mea-
sured at 296 K. The results in Ref. 13 could be con-
v:erted to values at 300 K by using the temperature The results of the comparison are shown in Table II.
dependences reported in Ref. 14. The third problem Since the average value for the ethylene absorption
has already been dealt with in the form of an erratum, coefficient for the 1OP(14) CO2 laser line (35.0 atm-i
and revised sets of values are available from the au- cm-') is nearly the same as the value used for calibrat-
thors of Ref. 13. The fourth problem cannot be dealt ing the measurement apparatus in Ref. 14 (34.76 atm-
with easily, as shown in Ref. 16, since the oxygen- cn- 1 ), this latter value was used in preparing Table II.
b-oadening coefficient is -75% of the nitrogen-broad- The values in Ref. 13 were increased by 0.67% to ac-
ening coefficient, which can work to make the pure- co'nt for a change in the absorption coefficient of
nitrogen buffer gas values for strong line absorption 'i ý due to a different temperature.
either higher or lower than air buffer-gas values by c that for eleven of thirteen CO2 laser lines for
-10%. Thus the values in Ref. 15 are not included in which there is significant water vapor line absorption,
the analysis for line absorption but are included for the agreement between tL e l.iboratories for the values
analysis of the continu-um. of the absorption coefficir: *s is better than or equal to

The second problem can be overcome by using an 8%. Four of the lines for wnich ne agreement is .ot so
average value for the ethylene absorption coefficient at good. are lines for which the author., of Ref. I I repo.rted
the 10P(14) CO 2 laser line of 35.0 ± 2.2 atm-1 cm-I contamination by ammonia used to clean the glassware
determined from Refs. 14, 17, and 19-23, as shown in (see Ref. 24 for the absorption coefficients). Contami-
Table I. This excludes the value from Ref. 18, which nation by ammonia has also been discussed in Rcfs. 15
differs by 2.7q from the mean for the other seven and 26. However, aside from the ammonia interfer-
values. (The authors of Ref. 18 noted that their mea- ence, the four sets of data show satisfactory agreement.
surements of ethylene absorption coefficients were At this point, it is worthwhile to compare the values
consistently lower than those reported in Ref. 17. in Table II with the line values from the 1986 version of
Also, their values for ammonia absorption coefficients the AFGL H[TRAN data base2 7 and the continuum from
for five strong lines are, on average, 907o of the average the AFGL FASCOD 2.28 To make the comparison, corn-
values from Refs. 20, 22,24, and 25.) The values from puter simulations were made at JPL and AFGL29 of
Ref. 19 were from data reported at 360 Torr, converted atmospheric transmission for 300 K 10-Torr partial
to a value at 760 Torr using the pressure dependence pressure with a 3-MHz bandwidth centered at the laser
measured in Ref. 21. Values reported in Refs. 19, 20, line frequencies.:10 The results of the comparison are
22, and 23 were corrected to 300 K by multiplying them shown in Table III, where the C0 2 -laser determined
by a factor that accounted for the temperature depen- values have been adjusted for the current best estimate
dence of the ethylene absorption measured in Ref. 22 of the CO2 1OP(14) laser line ethylene absorption coef-
(-5% for a 30 K increase in temperature). Otherwise, ficient, a = 35.0 + 2.0 atm-1 cm-. Note that the
the values were accepted as reported. (Some mea- agreement for the water vapor line absorption coeffi-
surements were made using N2 as the buffer gas, while cients is not good. (The discrepancy between the la-
others were made using synthetic air. While the ser-measured values and those calculated using the
choice of buffer gas may affect the value, it is not tape was pointed out previously in Ref. 15 for several
apparent from the data.) This implies an underlying CO2 laser lines.) The significant H20 line absorptions
systematic uncertainty of 6.24% in the absolute deter- in this spectral region are mainly pure rotational or V2
minatior of the water vapor absorption coefficients at vibrational band transitions with large values of AK,,.
CO., laser line frequencies, since most experimenters The positions and strengths for these, according to
calibrated their measurement apparatus using ethyl- Rothman et al.27 have been computed using molecular
ene as the reference gas. Vah, s from four labeorato- parameters determined from measurements of lines
ries'l- 1 were compared for eigl .een 12CI60 2 laser lines, outside this spectral region. The accuracy of these is
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Table II. Water Vapor Absorption Coefficlenls at 300 K, 10-Torr Partial Pressure, ww a C2H4 - 34.76 1m-'
cm-1, for Selected CO2 Laser Lines (10-4 cm-) for 10 Torr, 300 K

Relative
CO 2 laser uncertainty

line Shumate, I Nordstrom'
2  Ryan:' Loper"

4  Average (%)

101') 40) 1:3.01; 13.04
iOR(20) 13,14 12.03 9.56 11.58 ± 1.45 13
9R(14) 4,19 4.05 4.11 ± 0.09 2
9P(28) 3.25 :1.55 3.40 ± 0.15 4
91(10) 3.37 3.4 3.09 3.29 :1 0.14 4

lOR012)' 2.47 2.66 2.51 2.55 f 0.08 3
9R(3O)o 1.97 1.8 2.98 2.25 ± 0.52 23

IOR(14)' 2.09 1.47 2.10 1.89 * 0.29 16
IOR(16) 2.03 1.72 1.70 1.82 * 0.15 8
IOR(22) 1.98 1.68 1.72 1.79 ± 0.13 7
9R(16), 1.91 1.24 1.58 " 0.34 21
9R(32) 1.52 1.56 1.54 * 0.02 1

10P(16), 1.41 1.61 1.44 1.49 ± 0.09 6
9R(12) 1.40 1.56 1.438 d 0.08 5

IOR(18) 1.46 1.38 1.35 1.40 + 0.05 3
10P(20) 1.37 1.17 1.25 1.26 * 0.08 7
9R(18) 1.18 0.70 0.97 ± 0.25 25

10R(10)' 0.88 0.87 1.13 0.96 * 0.12 12

SAmmonia interference possible for thid C0 2 laser line.

Table III Corpariew of Water Vapor Aboroption coefficients using theoretical calculations with a sparse amount
Determined Using C0 2 Lasers with if* Value on the AFGL Spectral Data of experimental data from spectral regions outside the

Tapes for 10-Torr Partial Preeaure, 300 K, a C2H4 = 35.0 alm-
1 cm-1  9-11-pm region. In any case, it seems clear that accu-

CO 2 aser line rate spectroscopic measurements of the H 20 line ab-
frequencya C0 2 laser valueb AFGL valuec sorptions in this spec J region Ere needed.

Designation (crn-1) (10"ý crm- ) (10-6 cm-1) It is also interesting to see whether the C02 lasAr
1OP(40) 924.9740 13.13 ± 1.7 20.5 determined values of water vapor absorption coeffi-
1OR(20) 975.9304 11.65 ± 1.68 10.4 cients can be used to provide input in trying to under-
9R(14) 1074.6465 4.14 * 0.22 1.87
9P(28) 1039.3693 3.42 :* 0.25 1.63 stand the continuum absorption. Following Clough et

9P(10) 1055.6251 3.31 1 0.25 2.28 C1.31,32 we define the continuum as the unstructured
IOR(12) 970.5472 2.56 - 0.18 2.03 portion of the water vapor absorption spectrum, ex-
9R(30) 108q.6351 2.27 ± 0.54 0.62 cluding calculable contributions from the wings of

IOR(I 1) 971.9303 1.90 1 0.33 0.88 lines within -'25 cm 1-. (Note that this definition is
10R(16M 9732885 1.83 ± 0.19 1.08
10(' 2) 977.2139 1.80 - 0.17 1.04 not unique, since a different interval could be used,
9R(16) 1075.9878 1.59 + 0.35 1.0o and that it depends on the line data, which seems to be
9R(32) 1085.7654 1.55 -0.10 0.75 in error.) To select laser frequencies for this effort,

1OP(06) 947.7420 1.50 ± 0.13 1.05 the first step was to choose laser lines for which low-
9R(12) 1073.2785 1.49 ± 0.12 1.t7

1OR(18) 974.6219 1.41 ± 0.10 0.79 absorption coefficient data are available from at least
IOP(20) 944.1940 1.17 • 0.12 0.88 three laboratories, so that the statistical reliability of
•?:(18) 1077.3025 0.95 - 0.26 0.55 the data can be assessed. The second step was to

IOR(10) 969.1395 0.91 + 0.12 0.72 check using HITRAN27-29 whether there is appreciable
4FRef. 30. absorption from water vapor lines out to 25 cm-1,
b Includes 6.24% uncertainty due to the uncertainty in determin- rejecting any lines for which the wings contributed

ing the value of the ethylene absorption coefficient for the IOP(14) more than 3% of the strength. These two screening
CO2 laser line. left twelv

cJPL and AFGL2 determinations estimated to be accurate t steps e frequencies for evaluation.
10%. A comparison of the C02 data along with the results

of the computer calculations, all for 300 K and 10 Torr
of water vapor in a total pressure of 760Torr, is given in
Table IV. There are some problems apparent with the

claimed to be 20% for the line strengths and 0.002 cm-1  C02 laser data: only the data by Ryan et a. 13 show a
for their positions. The disagreement between the strong frequency dependence; also, the statistical and
measurements and the AFGL predictions seems too systematic standard deviation averages -16%, which is
large, in many cases, to be accounted for with this level not as good as for the stronger line absorption data.
of uncertainty. One contributing factor may be the Nonetheless, there is a reasonable degree of agreement
difference in the values of the continuum absorption, among the data.
which is discussed below. However, the major cause However, the AFGL values are significantly low-
of the discrepancy is probably that the water vapor er than the C02 laser values-0.3 X 10-6 cm-' or
spectral line data on the AFGL tape was determined --25% in te 10-um band and 40% in the 9-pm band.
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Table IV. C02-Lasts Determined Valuris for the Water Vapor Continuum Absorption for 300 K, 10-Tort Partial Prelstaurei, 760-Torr Total Prossure

M - Iits'r tFri-quvi-y Shumnit''I I Nordt sroin"' H-Viltil Loper"4  Hinderlig'~
ha'il (C" ) Ii~ o I 1) 10 "Cll1 (1 1,in cn 1) (1- 1i-lcm ' 110-1 M ; 1- cin' vvelflgeC AFHI,h

IOPI( 2) 936~ M011 1.() 1.20 1.3b0 0.88 L1. I7 0. , 0.82
10(/'(00 93s 1it" Il07 i.92 1.21 (0.86 1. 2 1 II. 5 0.81
Io0'4221 94? A.18; 1i 1:1 1 1.17 0.97 1.1 ,t 015 0. 81)

I oh I M 945 5'Is 1.21) 01.941 1.11 ii.S8 1.0. ± .1.5 0(.81
liimolh() 969 19 oij fl, ((8 1-13 0.72 0.91 ± .A6 0.7:1
91'i:01 103:7.:1 V" 086 0.95) 0.9 1 0.09 (,61
911(26) 104 1 279 11931 1.14 0.88 0.98 0.13 ((.6(0
911IMS) 107 7 :M3 (1 9(.71 0.99 )96; 01.21 05
916,20) 117 W", s(o2 0.7 197 to.9q6 ± ) 1.5 (1.58
9101(22 10;9 Wl) 05 I)(.62 0.97 (1.8 , .21 (1.7

!ij(2I o_''" 99065 0.96 0.± 16 .5
910 281 0 i,;.i I Ps I 1 181(.70.95 0. 9 ± 01. 8 0(.57

the~~l.' ii,' o ero,'rv tit tht' oiv6n hv l,.ti' l'r((ill at the' 10Mi141 CO, laser line.
11,-k~. 27, 211. 2'_` I

This rep~resen~t, twit standard deviations for the of the independent determination of the optoacoustic
CO 2 laser data or about four standard deviations for measurements, they cannot be lightly rejected. We
the AFGL values. Note that 1"A8nI~l 2 was adjusted suggest that it is irmportant to resolve the difference
from IOW'I'IAN 6 recently to agree more closely with with new measurements and a more careful evaluation
the recent measuremients usin~g a spectromieter with a of tile previous measurements
resolution of 0.3 cm'- by Burch and Alt,:':' who heated
the mirrors in their white cull to prevent adsorption of UL C0 2 Laser Une Pairs for Remote Measurements of
water vapor on them, resulting in values of the self- Water Vapor
broadening coefficient ait 296 K varying from 20% low- It is important to evaluate which CO., laser line pairs
er than LO)WMIlAN 6 near 11 pfll to 40Y'1 lower near 9 jim. are most useful with C0 2 DIAL lidar for remote mea-
Thus the CO., laser data for 30(1 K tire nearly consistent surements, of water vapor. The lines listed in Tables
with the 1AMTR'IAN 6; Values, whlichI were based (on the III and IV form the starting point for this evaluation.
earlier work by Burch.34 Alqso nolte that if the respec- First, those lines for which significant spectro inter-
tive conitinitlim values are subtracted from thle two sets ference from normally occurring molecular species is
of absorption coefficients in Table Ill that the number expected can bec r!minated. These include the 9P( 10)
of laser line frequencies for which the two absorption and 9P(28) lines for which ozone is the interferent'8

coefficients agree within experimental error jumps and the 9R(30) line for which ammonia is the interfer-
from two to seven. ent.2 4  Second, those lines that are difficult to reach

There have also1 been atltemnpts to inieatsre the water using CO2 lasers can also be eliminated: the 101'(40)
vapor continuum absorption Illetficie'.: using broad- line falls in this category. The remaining line pairs
band techniques with long atmlos;.ýter:.: iaths. Such with medium to strong differential absorption coeffi-
work has1 been reported by Kneizys c!~ Cutten,:15; cients are listed in Table V. Note that because the
and Ben-Shalom cte at.: Referenice 35 'steemed to find pairs are formed with small separations between the
reasonable agreement With WWITiAN 6, while 11efs. 36 CO.. laser lines, the contribution from the water vapor
and :37 seemied to find vailues - 2t1', o~r m(((re less than continuum is expected to be neatrly the game for both
for I.) WIIAN 6. While such i'osnrvinu'nts have thle lines of the pair; hence comnplications arising from thle
advantage of' a birge vilt enutinion. t hey also( have a continuum can largely be ignored.
numbe'r of difficuiltit's: l'alilrimt io n is dlifticult; the at - The temperature dependence (of the differential ab-
mlosphere 11111v'lie ihiloillogelieow- (set'. e~g., Ref. 7, for sorp~tion coefficients can also be determined from Refs.
water vii1(r I; other gases, such a,; c-irbon dioxide and 12. 14, 15, and 127. Values determined for a few-degree
oz(10), Oh cr1etý a.'rwlol 81111etoi g is riffiti('lt to ac- intiterval at -300 K are given in Table V. Note that the

count~~ h~~ "' I I ii hudb based mot h' a ls is of change i Air with b7'' is 2,/CfrtlIO(0/
capure acosos tanonisiiiy (he temperature 1010(18) laser line pair. Thus an unc'ertainty in the

('t lonot be con trolled(; and1( the spectraml resolut ion knowledge oft atmlospheric' t enperit (Ire Iw 5*C gives a
makes it (11lrl'' (i "jolt 111 111'(s(re >81 the ('1(11inutinI. 101% mfealsurem~ent uncert~ainty.

In (our o(pinion, the sI rtngt Iiofti he water va~po~r con- Interference due to CO.. canl also be calculated. Vill-
tilnunl absorption11 for the 9- 11 -pni spectral region is Ues from Ref. 21 for differential absqorption coefficients
not it ful~ly res;olved ;ssuv1 tit 11his 1 (Ut', and1 there is also1 applropriate to the Co.. line pairs in Table V' are given.
so~me queqtjoionits to) ljtl tenlpI'~r:itklor' ilelasondence., With a choice (of about f'ive (?02 laser line pairs with
Tlhere appears to he goodl vvidcn'e lo'! t hfor valuies near various differential absorption coefficients Ati for
the p~re'se'nt SI 2 vatlues as we'll as for the older measuring atmo~spheric water vapor concentrations c,
LO(WTI(AiN G) valu1es. 'l'h 'lis;'rt 1 i):lllv o-Xists (1lainly t he app)ropriate pair canl he c'holsen for Table IV for the
betwel Vt' he1)1 opt11 ,1((S!. ll('l(5( re lilt, tills and1( I he "l (c- e xpect ed concentIrattion and the range I of thle measure -
trosc((lil' inieo'ortwuuts. 11"cousc (it'I lilt consistency ment. It was shown in Ref. 39 that thle optimum)
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Table V. C0 2 Laser Line Pairs Useful for Water Vapor Mealuremenflt e

I (ifferential
ahsorptihn

,,Temperature c,'fficient
('(). laser lines for Ii.'l'orr. 3WX) K I Inrerlainty dependence for 701

Signal Reference (Io' c l-') (1Il0 1cm ) (,/o(,) (atm '- c.m-,-),

l IOf2i)) 10Ih) i(l.67 1.6M 2.1 - 1.5E-4
910(14) 9R(! 8) :l.18 0.31 1.9 -:I.{E-5
9!R(14) 911(12) 2.65 0.25 2.4 +2.IE4

lI R¶12) MINI()() 1.58 0.22 3.4 +ý.6E-4
10R(12) 1OR(18) 1.15 o.21 :1.7 -1.5F-4

Ref. 21.

Table Vi. tier System PatAnw(OrS DIAL measurements are, of course, based on the
lI'ransmitters Beer-Lambert-Bouguer law:

Two each hybrid TEA CO lasers P/Po = exp(-2aac). (1)
Pulse energy: 40--5C mJ
Pulse length: gain-switched spike-- 250-300 as where P is the two-way transmitted power (W);

total, inck- iing tail- l.2 us Po is the incident power (W);
Delay between firings: 101.6ps
Pulse repetition frequency: 15-20 Hz Aa is the differential absorption coefficient
Divergence: 0.2 mrad (atm-' cm-');

Receiver c is the concentration (atm), and
Diameter: 22cm I is the path length (m).
Field of view: 0.16 mrad Equation (1) can be used to yield concentration val-
local oscillator frequercy offset: 30 MHz ues by taking partial derivative of the logarithm of the
Electronics passband: (0 MHz equation with respect to path length:
Filter: flat phase. 0.4-2.5 MHz
Envelope detection (square root of power) -1 6 log(P/P0l(c . .. .(2)

'"rcnsient digitizer- AC 61
esampling: 5 MHz Since the signal recorded is proportional to the square

R~eso~lution: 10 bit sur
ý,ccuracv: 7.8 bit root of the backscatter power and since the electronic

noise level can be large compared with the signal, a
data processing algorithm had to be developed to sub-
tract the background and square the remaining signal.

condition is that for which the exponential term 2Acaci Three aporoaches were tried on an individual pulse
is equal to unity. basis after smoothing: (1) subtract the mean prepulse

noise level, square the remaining values, and set the
IV. Remote Measurements of Water Vapor Using MAPM squares of negative numbers negative; (2) same as (1)

To test the accuracy of the new set of values for the but set the squares of negative numbers negative; (3)
water vapor absorption coefficients and demonstrate subtract the minimum noise level, then square the
the measurement capability of the MAPM, a dual CO2  remaining values. There are problems asaociated with
laser DIAL lidar system using heterodyne detection all three approaches: in (1) settingsquaresofnegative
(Ref. 40 and Table VI), measurements were made for numbers negative may be mathematically unsound,
three days with different atmospheric concentrations and it reduces the importance of weak signal levels; in
of water vapor. (2), a large value for the data beyond the signal return

The first day was 12 Nov. 1986. Measurements is found; it could be due to a slight base line shifts
were made at -2 below the horizon between 1:28 and during the measurements; in (3) weak signals are
2:05 p.m. At 12:00 noon, the ambient temperature at boosted somewhat in importance because of cross
the lidar site was 26.2*C, the relative humidity was 18% terms with the noise. Of the three approaches, (3) was
(measured using a psychrometer), implying a water judged to be the most accurate and was used for the
vapor partial pressure of 4.6 Torr. At 2:43 p.m., the results reported here. In comparison with (1), it gave
temperature was 26.8°C, the RH 12%, and the water useful DIAL measurements to a somewhat longer
vapor partial pressure 3.2 Torr. Thus theae represent range and with greater accuracy (see Ref. 40).
conditions for which the IOR(20)/IOR(18) laser line The data for each pulse were first checked to see that
pair is expected to be the most useful. Although con- the signal was above a desired minimum value and, if
siderable effort was expendcd to align the two laser so, smoothed over 210 m, the minimum noise level
transmitters so that they would have the same overlap subtracted, the remaining values squared, and then
function with the receiver, perfect alignment was not summed with other returns. The total sum of signals
achieved; however, the ratio and the derivative for the for each laser was then rationed. The derivative of the
10R(18)/10R(18) laser operating condition can be used logarithm of the ratio was then calculated using a
to .'orrect other measurements. parabolic fit to 450 m of data in a running fashion.
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Computer plots were made of the logarithm of the The value of the derivative from 2.3 to 6 km is '-0.005,
signals, the log of the ratio, and the derivative of the log which corresponds to 14 ± 5 Torr of water vapor.
of the ratio. The slope was normalized for a 30-m Figure 6 shows the results using the 9R(14)/9R(18)
range element to simplify analysis when the width of laser line pair, appropriate for intermediate water va-
the derivative is varied. por partial pressures. During the measurement peri-

Experimental results are shown in Figs. 1-6. Figure od on 31 Dec. 1986, the psychrometer measured an
1 shows the squared averaged values, the ratio, and the ambient temperature of 15-16*C and a water vapor
derivative for 2831 pulse pairs of 1OR(18)/1OR(18) at partial pressure of 3.1-3.5 Torr. The visibility was
1:50 p.m. The value of the derivative calculated for a judged to be 10-12 kin, affected primarily by haze.
450-m path, but normalized for a 30-m path, from 1.5 The lidar value from 5839 signals from 1.0 to 2.8 km
to 5 km is 0.004, which represents the offset due to the was 5 + 2 Torr. While the statistical fluctuation was
alignment mismatch. This value should be subtracted reduced by including more lidar signals in the mea-
from values determined for other line pairs. Figure 2 surement, the discrepancy between the lidar and the
shows results for 1836 pulse pairs of the 1OR(20)/ point measurements is puzzling. It may be due to a
1OR(18) laser line pair at 1:38 p.m. The strong absorp- slight pointing misalignment in changing lines, as dis.
tion by water vapor is quite evident in the averaged cussed above, or to some inaccuracy in the water vapor
lidar signals. The value of the 30-in derivative is absorption coefficients, including the temperature
-0.018 : 0.0035 (including 0.004 from Fig. 1 and not- correction applied.
ing that the sign of the derivative depends on the order The measurement results are summarized in Table
of the two laser lines in the ratio) from 1.5 to 5 kin, VII. The measurements made when the temperature
which corresponds to 3.3 + 0.7 Torr of water vapor, was 26.5°C agree well with the psychrometer measure-
(When the uncertainty of the absorption coefficients is ments, while those made at 15-16.5 *C are somewhat
included, the measurement uncertainty increases to higher, although still within experimental error when
0.8 Torr.) This value is intermediate between the the uncertainty of the absorption coefficients is in-
local values measured before and after the lidar mea- cluded.
surement. Note that, although the ratio has the same In Ref. 40, it was shown that for averaging over 450 m
slope over most of its range, the measurement was a and using 1000 pulse pairs, the standard deviation of
true range-resolved measurement of a homogeneous theratiowas-10%andthatitimprovedasN 112,where
water vapor distribution. N is the number of lidar pulse pairs averaged, as long as

The results in Fig. 3 for 2567 pulse pairs of the the atmosphere was relatively stationary and the ratio
IOR(12)/IOR(18) line pair at 2:02 p.m. give a derivative did not change. These values are generally what is
of 0.007 (including 0.004 from Fig. 1) + 0.005 from 1.7 shown in the data in Figs. 1-6(3-10%). While itwould
to 6 km. This corresponds to a partial pressure of have been desirable to take up to 10,000 pulse pairs for
water vapor of 5.2 ± 4.6 Torr (+4.7 Torr including the measurements reported here, the disk capacity was
absorption coefficient ,incertainty), which is close to limited to 35,000 pulse pairs, and il would take over an
that measured with the IOR(20)/IOR(18) line pair but hour to archive the data onto tape; consequently, to
to a larger range and greater uncertainty or reduced make a variety of measurements in a limited amount of
range resolution. If 10,000 pulse pairs had been used, time, only 3000-5000 pulse pairs were recorded for
the statistic&l uncertainty should have dropped to each measurement. We are investigating obtaining a
+2.3 Torr. reel-to-reel tape drive for data acquisition.

The second i;.easuremnent day was 19 Nov. 1986, The data presented in this paper are to be con-Ad-
when the water vapor partial pressure, derived using ered preliminary in regard to the ultimate petaer-
the psychrometer, was 10.2 ± 0.5 Torr. Figure 4 shows mance of MAPM. Already, one significant improve-
results for 1452 pulse pairs of the IOR(20)/10R(l8) line ment has been the addition of two mechanical light
pair taken at 500 p.m. when the dry bulb temperature choppers to limit the local oscillator radiation on the
was-15°C and the R11 77%. Note that the signal from photomixer to one at a time. This improves the SNR
the 10R(20) line falls into the noise after 4 kmi. The by a factor of -2. Recent measurements indicate that
ratio is useful only in the region of 1.5 2.4 km because this improvement extends the measurement range out
of the high extinction coefficient. Within this region, of -8 km for weak absorptions and improves measure-
the ratio is 0.056, corresponding to 11.8 ± 0.8 Torr ment accuracy. Also, the laser prf can be increased to
(-1.5 including the absorption coefficient uncertain- -45 Hz from the 15-20 Hz used for the data reported
ty). The small bump near 3.5 kmi, attributed to RFI here. In a full 10,000 pulse pairs are used to acquire
due to a loose SMA connection, caused some inaccura- the data and improve the measurement accuracy, this
cy in lhe measurement. The problem was diagnosed takes -4 min. While the ultimate limit to the range
and rectified at the end of December. resolution is dictated by the gain switched spike (45

Figure 5 shows the results for 4397 pulse pairs of the in), the transient digitizer (30 in), and the requirement
i0R(12)/10R(18) line pair taken at 4:30 p.m. when the to use at least three range bins, to be --100 m. Howev-
temperature was -16.5 0 C and the RH 74%. The er, the measurement accuracy would degrade as the
shape of the I atio before 2.3 km is due to differences in path length is reduced, the time-varying concentra-
the overlap- of the two transmitters with the receiver. tions of water vapor would also affect the results.
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Table VII. Summary ad WAIt Vao" Me9asuremons

Psvchrometer MAPM
Water vapor COM laser Water vapor Measurement

Temperature concentration line Aa Number of concentration range
Day Time (IC) (Tort) pair 110- 6 

cm- 1 ) pulse pairs (Torr) (km)

11/12/86 1:38 p.m. 26.5 3.9 1 0.7 1OR(20V/1OR(18) 10.7 1836 313 ± 0.8 1.5-5
11/12/86 2:02 p.m 26 5 3.9 :k 0.7 10RI12)/10R(18) 1.1 2567 5.2 ± 4 7 1.74
I 1/1911`6 5:0X) prm. I5 10.2 : 0.5 I0R(20)/l0R(18) 8.0 1452 11,8 1 1.5 1.5-2.4
11/19/8; 4:30 pam. 16.5 10.2 1 0.5 lOIO(12)/10R(OR) 0.7 4397 14,0 ± 5.0 2.3-
12/31U86 11.#a. im. 15.5 3.3 x 1ý.2 9R(14)/9R(18) 2.5 5839 o,0 + 2.0 1.0-4.3

T This value includes txoth the lidar random measurement error and absorption coefficient uncertainty.

V. conclmks urn. A number of C0 2 laser line pairs were evaluated
for possible use in the remote sensing of water vaporThe water vapor absorption coefficients at twenty- concentrations, and fii•e pairs were assessed as viable.

eight CO2 laser line frequencies available in the liters. Remote measurendntf i were made using MAPM show-
ture were shown to agree within 1-23% if corrections Rmt esrneitwr aeuigM P hw
ture were showt diff nto assrmee within 1-%f crecthons ing the general suitability of the absorption coeffi-are made for different as.sumed values of the ethylene cients and tine pairs chosen and the usefulness of a

absorption coefficients at the IOP(14) C02 laser line.
The worst agreements were primarily for those lines coherent CO2 DIAL system for such measurements.
where ammonia also absoi,.s strongly and for the The authors would like to thank R. T. Menzies, G.
weaker continuum absorptions. The C002 laser deter- Ancellet, G. L. Ioper (Aerospace Corp.), B. J. Rye (U.
mined absorption coefficient-s were compared with val- Hull), R. M. Hardesty (NOAA), and S. A. Clough
uescalculated using the AFGL spectral data tapes, and (AFGL) for useful discussions. The research de-
significant differences were found both for the strong scribed in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propul-
water vapor absorption lines as well as for the contino- sion Laboratory. California Institute of Technology,
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APPENDIX B

Differential absorption lidar signal averaging

William B. Gr'ant, Alan M. Brothers, and James R. Bogan

This paper presents experimental results using stn atmospheric backscatter dual CO2 laser differential
absorption lidar (DIAL). It is shown that DIAL signals can be averaged to obtain an N- 112 dependence
decrease in the standard deviation of the ratio of backscatteted returns from two lasers, where N is the number
of DIAL signals averaged, and that such a lidar system can make measurements of gas concentrations with a
precision of 0.7% in absorptance over 75 m in a short measurement time when the signal strength is high.
Factors that eventually limit the rate of improvement in the SNP. such as changes in the ratio of th't
absorption and/or backscatter at the two laser frequencies and background noise are discussed. Insaddition,
it is noted that DIAL, measurements made using hard-target backscatter often show departures from N-'1n
dependence improw men tin the standard deviation, because they are further limited by the comnbined effects
of atmospheric turbulencks and speckle, since the relative reproducibility of the speckle pattern on the receiver
gives rise to correlations of the lidlar signals.

1. introdcticon with atmospheric backscatter. Fukuda et al.13 showed
Two unresolved quest ions in the lidar field hinge on that the inverse relative root variance of the return

whether the standard deviation for the ratio (or for the signal intensity sampled over N pulses (or inverse of
derivative of the ratio's natural log) of the lidar returns the standard deviation) for aerosol backscatter in-
at two laser wavelengths for the differential absorption creased as NI/2 for values of N up to 50. Hardestyl'
Wiar (DIAL) technique (see, e.g., Ref. 1) decreases as showed that fluctuations in the returns from range
N-I"'i, where N is the number of lidar signals averaged, elements at 1 and 2 km were highly correlated on a
and, if so, what conditions eventually cause departures pulse-by-pulse basis (i.e., when the signal was low at
from N't "-depetidence. The most comprehensive set one range, it was correspondingly low at the other
of data on this topic has been obtained and analyzed- by range). However, it is unclear whether this result is
researchers at the NIT Lincoln Laboratory, IIn that due to fluctuations in laser pulse energy or frequency
work, it was shown that backscatter &':n.j a stationary (which were not monitored) or to atmospheric extinc-
hard target exhibits a strong departuire front~ N- *- tion and bockscatter changes.
even for small N." In However, results uising otnio- To investigate the effect of signal averaging on the
spheric backscatter with a IN lidar system indicate standsard deviation of the D)IAL ratio for measure-
that the -I'~ depe-ndence does hold for small S(N = men~ts using atmospheric baclcscitter more thorough-
64) when molecular (Rayleigh) scattering is signirt- ly, we performed a series, of experimental studies using
cant."1 and resulti using a visible wavelength lidar the Mobile Atmospheric Pollutant Mapping System
ttystem gave results indicating only slight departures (MAPM). a dual C02 laser DIAL system uitilizing het-
from N-1"~, which were attributedi by the authors to etodyne detection that w-s developed for measuring
"'fluctuatious of backscatter conditiotNs in the atmos- ambient and anthropogenic molecular trace species
phere'".', and aerosols and hasi been demonstrated for water

T[wo single. beam (CO, coherent lidar sýtetn- have vapelit 1110asUrettents.Iti' MANNM is perhaps one of
also bven iied previously to addrets signal averaging the more difficult lidar systems to use for studying the

Variables, affecting D)IAL signal averaging, since the
hackscatter "Is %(e!ely from nerm-emk, signal fluctuations
clue to speckle are large, there is significant absorption

Whe th. %it ii,, -nrallOw othri %" ýih ChfwtA by tnolectilar species, and the signal quickly falls with
ln~itur,,~r~o, let~ P ,- lokIqi~; *'a6,ra! k(;~ range In levels below the clectron c noise. Fetle so,

Drive. 1alaadri-I. Calif.,rnia 91019. 1 R lit.,ga %s ooA -th t 'n,%rr there should be no loss of generality. (othe results, and
wus 4. Orithegon Ph)-i l1p~ttentow ioge t-. ttIz,-,, 9sit 1 l_- the difficulties should help) lead to a more complete

I~~l i1 janijsr-. t'5. in filial t,,r'¶, jaoogarv 19sNs UTItilrstanding of the %ituation. Indeed the auithors of
kliH I s Ili9 it fl 1t i Hf 7 showed that there wats no sigrificant differpnce
C l95J (4trl~~a 1.wittv I.t Amirrira% of the dependence with N for siicnal averaging between
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thle direct and heterodyne detection cases when a stn- I_

tionary hard target was used to provide the backscat-
ter.

11. C02 DIAL System Description
The MAPM CO, lIMAL system includes two hybrid

TlEA CO2 tal'ransitter lasers which generate lO-20-mJf
pulse single longitudinal mode with low N._ flow, and j, , .

30-60 mJ with normal N.2 flow and are typically oper-
ated at a 30-Hz prf with a 10-ins delay between the two0 2 0 1 2
laser firi,-,gs. Th,ý gain-sýwitched spike has a width of RAG 0 I 2

270 its F\VHM; the tail varies from 2,30 ns FW with lo Fig 1. 1.idar signalb from one ipair tit pulwse f(r the lasers tuned to
N2 flow to 1.5 jus with normal flow. The transmitted the 1011004/101'(20) laser line imir plotted on a linear scale. The
beams have a divergence of 0.2 mrad, while the receiver peak oin the left oreach lidar signal is due to ,RFI from the laser. The
field of view is 0.16 mrad. For the short-range mea- tranniuitters and receiver art-converged in the 03-i1.5-km regimn, in
surernents, a HgCdTe (PV) photomixer 0.15 mm on a which a numbher of peak, due to speckle are evident-
side was used; for the iong-range m~easurements, a
detector 0.25mm on aside was used. The beams of the
two cw CO 2 lasers that serve as local oscillators are I

mechanically chopped so that only one beamn is inci-
dent on the phototnixer at a time. (This improves the
ratio of the backscattered signa! to electronic noise by
a factor of 1.4-2.0.) The longitudinal coherenc-e
length of the lidar signal was measured to be 40 mn,
corresponding to the 270-ais gain-switched spike
width. For long-range measurements (2-7 k n) a sig-
nal pr~iportional to the square root of the backscat-
tered power is passed through a flat p~hase filter (0.4-
2_5 Mliz) to a transient digitizer, operated at a 5-MH-z 0o 2 0 1 2
rate with 10-bit (7.8-bit effective) resolution. For RANGE it.)

short -range mneasurerner 's (0.5-2 kni), the filter is re- Fig. 2,Average Nuared Wdar signals for 7614 pulse pairs taken asi
miove~d, and thle signal is digitized at a 20-MHz rate. Aescribc~din Fig I pLtted oila lugarichinic scale. The titra feature
Se,-cral (typically 1- 10) 1024-channel dual-pulse sig- on he left 44nd tutac fromu 1-to 2.5kin is alsidue tol{IM
nalsý are summed in thle computer 1: efore storing them
o3t1 thle disk to permit several hours of lidar operation
before inteLrruptitng mneasuremtents for data archiving added to form thle final ratio for each power of two. and
t~ti mazgnetic tape. til stndr devi-iation ,wax calculated as a flinction of

range for each power -of-twto Set. 'Ihle (lerivatlv(- was
W. Daa Aniysiscalculated for a set of datta fit by a quadratic funct ion.

A region before thle lidar signal:, is used to estimiate
thle electronic noise level, which is typically smo-tithed IV. Measuremtent Results
by combininj4 several adjacii it range bins. The aver- A number of horizontal D)IAL, mearimreients were
age background level is subtracted from the data, and made to study D)IAL sigital averagzing. Some were

thereminersat sqiaed.'lhr:-siduial background made for both hisers tunedI to the -wile line with thle
level I, againl lubtracted tn obt.ain vitlues proportional time delay bet-ween firing thle two lasers either 100 As or
to boickscat toted lwmer power- It is found that when 10 in$. For thesev cases, it was not expeoed that the
"olyi n sinall number (if lidir stignals 0i- 20) are used in% hickscatter ratio would change due to aerosol or gas
thit, calculation, thle background siignal a few kilonie, concrtitration rhang~s, althouigh it might be pos.%0lle
ler% in range is somewhat above zero, possqibly becatuse for atniosphefic turbulence to have sonme impact for
there is% n slope to the background, or becatisi it is the longer timne delay. Other inoasuretntiots were
difficilit to) estiniate properly the background using made with the lasers Ouned to lines apprdpriate far the

oakisfe sinas.However. it wastho-ughit imrportant mtsueet of ambient atmospheric gitses. suc-, as
ito hwgiv tile analysis for smnall N and strong signaiLs water vapor, ozone, or ethylene. In these ca,4es it

flhen- the results would toat be !significantly tifficted. would be possible for cagso ocnrtosdrn
The signals werec nornializid tin one of two wMyS: for the mneAsurement to change the ratio and thus affc~t

ratlige remolved maesuirerments. the data over mc-s~t of tme results. While not all the data sets exhibited N f

thlt signal were used~ for coluima-conient measure dependence for N approaching 10M0. most did.
ilents- iftr ýoinparison); with the resuilt;, of Refs. 2 -9)., A single pakir; Wfair ý'gjaLs showing the speckle and
0- tlata,ý er ri.short range near thle convergenct peak electronir noise is shown in Fig. 1. while the average of
'Arie u5s-d The ratios were formned in) ;ubt "t. of one 7614 lidnr signals is qhow-n in P'ig, 2. The derivative1S
"11) to -1ome power of two puLse pairs. w,ýhich were then and standard devisition of the rutio normalized by the
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mean value of the ratio for the data shown in Fig. 2 are 0I

shown in Figs. :3 and 4. In this case, the lasers were
tuned to the 1OP'(14)/lOP(20) laser line pair appropri-
ate for ethylene. The region from 2 to 3 km for the
I OP( 4) laser is contaminated by RFI, which apparent- 0
iy originates from one of the pulsed lasers. Since only00
the data prior to that region are used in the analysis, it
has no effect onl this discussion. Note that the two
averaged lidar signals are very smooth, indicating both
a relatively uniform aerosol and gas distribt~tion over 4 .0 I
rmin as well as the ability to average out fluctuations 05 RANG 15~

due to speckle. The slight slope in the derivative is RANG 3.(b.)iivht~ihote~o~ein

probably due to transmitter/receiver mismatch for the Fg375mdrvtes o hew l(aitn oi f 2. ai f h inl

two lasers, which was not adjusted carefully, rather soni i.2

than the presence of ethylene. The rather uniform
fluctuation of the derivative over the 1-km region ana-I iVI
lyzed is typical of heterodyne -detection lidar perfor-

greater than the electronic noise. Note that the stan-10
dard deviation of the ratio a, in Fig. 5 for the data
centered at 0.87 kmn decreases as N-1*'~ for N out to

-2048, while a, for the data centered at 1.5 km deviatesa
from the N-1/*- dependlence after N =32. [The estima- 0 It
tion of the standard deviation becomes less certain
after N reached one-tenth of the total number of sig-00
nals averaged (see, e.g., Ref. 17)]j The slowdown of the 0
decrease in c, for N greater than :32 for the latter is RANGE (.

probably due to t~he increilsed i! U,;ortance oif electronic Fag. 4. Standaird deviatiaon for the diata w,.41 an Fag. 2 taken 16 si a
noise in the signal compared to the case at shorter
range. If the backscattered signal were considerably
higher than was the case, for these data (which could
have been achieved at the ranPeof 1.5 km by adjusting
the tranmmitter/receiver overlap), the N-"~ depen- 'i oao
dence would probably have persisted further. The /-N* r414 ONSAL

behavior of thv latter data set is probably due to the
.greateLr impnct of electrsanic noise due to the lower L
signal level. Note that the alternative explanation of -

changoes in the differential tmckscatter or absorption is 11Z
nlot apparcrnt in niost of our data, since such aa effect.-
Would not always lead to a Ilonotonic itlcrrase in with- .-

decreasing signal.
While not ditspanved here. the avvrage fluctuation in

the derivative increased from tO.10' (or 7614 and 24 76
pulseC ~,to +0.01 for 9SQ Itlse/:pairs. +0.0 17t(or .41 :.-~ J ;;

pairs, and +0t03!i for 10!; pairs. This. trend indwiateks
that the menstirenivil! Prect-iton is -1,- differenti~al F.ISa-a4eo" iOru.".thnA"1 ita
ahsorPt ion for 1()L Pul'spit pairs over a 5t"d i tange whe . ~Stn raaE N ~w# .ten~bc~ ts

C whn -iw at" QasVtage *t Ateawe. roe thea-dts dwhuaii in~ Fig 2 The diaa
the signal is ressonahly strongl cotopared with the vier. 'Ar W~_Ah; Vv' Annadrp
tronic noose. IThis vilecorr --tivnh, to I, VVpll -11 Of
rill virie .1sc - 33 atn cm Ij 0~4. V011. Th:,sr dat.2
t~imk JO0- to acquire at 30itt but would tAvo only T -.at
VA, liz. the prf for which the la"Crs are r._'rd Step.ý 4.7. and 6.6 kmn were userd as the limit on the rangr.
ai bl-ing taken to 1VnCreAW the ApaIsUittun r~atc t'; the The data wecre siimmithrd u~cr ri0 ni. Note that the
data %ystenl No~te that ineaurc-rnent acstoracy i., so N dpndvnce 'qMis h drraoal wl h
affectd by tither fartor&su~ch as relative tratvtrattrr resuks~q -1ho%1 that there is :i fundanirntil difference
reteoxer taprlap for the two beram% bsetvr hlarditarxet backccatter an~d atni-asphertc back,

[T~zlhtafn data that cx,toki 1 hecoparrd mlrifiret1% ý-attrr MOAL. iii'nal ,iergT,~ mr~t~ges-ted by Grariti
itt the re-*ultx in Heft. 2' it). uveaT;.' prtoe-.ýa-- the data TO 1illustrate graphtraf.1v the WrfCt of a4 rhanginý: gas
ito Iai.e c'alunin ciintent mepasurements- hert~irrno two c..twvvtratwon (n the rnea-urer~sn;P rc~mltsd.-ota Gor the
rAnge;l. 'V" shoun in Ft.. 6 A tri-goon ne.l - km w las~-rs tuonedi frit, toy the I Wito I s lone, and then it, the
tmed it, n''rnialtan the lodar rirttn;. .,nd :a t'i; nar it0RW 2) l0At1 i lnz. sair. wet- -a4d ;~ether
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Fig. 6. Standard deviatiot, of the ratio for 6789 pulse pair's taken :1 1 to 500 1000
Mar- 1987 with the lasers tuned to the 101t 10) and 101t 18) lines. 14UMBER OF PULSE PAIRS AVERAGED

The data were smoothed over 270 m, and the ratios were normalized Fig. 7. Standard deviation of the ratio vs N (or "423 sets of data
at a 2.2-k'n range; thus these data represent column -content calcula- where the lORMY18)lW0 8) loser line pair was used for the first half

tiorsa of the data set and the tOR0 2/IOR0 8) pair for the second half.

(Fig, 7). This gives results that. are representative of These results are to be contrasted to our results- using
the case where the gas concentration changes abruptly atmospheric backscatter, where presumably similar
during the course of the measurement. This i s adm-it- atmospheric changes were occurring and where the
tedly an extreme case but serves to illustrate what N -"I~ dependence was typically found for N approach-
could happen if the gas concentration jor alternatively ing 1000.
the ratio of the baLkscatter due to changes in the What appeýars to have occurred during the mea- .re-
aerosol/molecular scattering ratio in the (IV or visible ments reported in Refs. 2 -9 is that, first, the speckle
spectral region (see, e.g., Sasano et at.19 and Ihowell et pattern on the receiver did not change significantly

0101clianged som~what during the measurement in- from pulse to pkils-e and, second, that the chan~ges that
terval. Note in Fig. 6 that the departure from S- di did occur were correlated between the two lidar beamis
dependence is immediate ana strong. because they were fired in a short tirate compared with

index-ol-refraction changes in the atmosphere. In-
V. Hard-Tar"e Bacdsatter deed, in Ilef. 3, it is shown that for returns from a

Now let us reexamine the results in the litera-ture for retrureflecyor, the lidar signals wereý highly correlated
DIAL. merasure mentts using hard-tariet bat-kscatter. on a short-term {35-jss) basis and partially Co. related
In Refst. 2 9. it was shown that there are departures, for longer times (5) tins). Tlhe authors of Refs, 299
from N-I'ý for D)IAL. signal averagitt. using stationary show that the theory 4f autocorrelation (,correlations

har taget evn fr sallN. heauthors origintally be tween thtle sig nal~s tneitxn ved for one laser) and covari-ý
interpreted the restdts ats being due to turbuletce ance tcorrelations between tk- sirnals for the two la-
induced correlation of the returns for the two lidar sv-N) de-scribe their rxperimer~ta! riastlts for a fixed
bvatns. In that work, they used-a ttroreflector 't !. hard target.' The problemts with speckle for hard-
ktin to proIVId the reVturnf Signals anti tunled both la-ser- target bacicecattrr are to be contrasted with the case
tothe 10P122)hnte. F-ord pul--scaparation ofYitas.t ht- for itomsspheric b.nckscwatter: it has bee-n showii ex-
mgahi~n were very highly correlated (comn-elation crtffi- perimnitiAlly that the aerosol dtctrre-lationi time in the
cient -0.4N$). Fo~r A diffiuse tarret the cortrelt~ion 9 11 *pnispectral frgion i's -I i MS. Thus, for Altino-
t-'officient droppe-d toI ¶t.U3, which is stlli rr3sonahkb, upheric hackscatter, the 'spvckle pvattern at the receiver
higjh tit a later palwO. it was nggtst~ed that over for each pulse can be wounwd to bic utrall - uitcorre-lat
longer tinie pv-rt.d gradsi-id chanjie, in the water vapour ed with thuew for other lidair iulse-s. *lhts indepen-
<,onitnuon) ahss'rptto-n and aerewol extlinctisu: ci-tuld dcenvv fivrn mptLse to puloe iis what allows atmo~spheric-
als-su- cmntrIbute to tht- obwerved deltjarturre-- fr'.nt N 5 batsc'cattiredm %signals to he iver-ag4ed !o r-docte the
behavior lIwevver. -winie thr 101iV~4) iind lO'12 ta-ndard deviatton with an N dI pndece atid the,
lIMVearr Ixtihin 9,ptralrreiigisnswlrerwatcr'.sr hasx lack Itf siatn I- what inhibit% it in the hard-target
slmo's-t pures csnt~niuom ,ahs~.qpliott with n-ewir1% the- hi&sate a.

sameahs.rltso coffuirn' "I (ee. r -: . IJC 11ýI. 1 IS tIL

Cat( Alut., in the \111' iA. -*,'-k thet dc-stauot's Es-c The data and tit (- kr 'k ritivues-et .ibese hi-ve a ounitt-r
DIl.d~~ orI~thlaer txn-dt~ te -ahelie ls-3. .4 tmplhcatt-"i- G'r the slcs . nd oszt:'.ol D IA!.

for dir-it detti,-n ,,t andI Kirt 9. Fq: *^ f,,r (,,h-rs-sI1 %\ %trn-m In 1-nrmral. the dat~a -whth are ate-ragced
uietectt-.n) %%err as pro-isnorcd at f.-r in%- oI their sIMts, 'Ostuli he- acqxitreif in a, ehort , iner costtparred to,

fur th-e two lawt-. tuned to differ--rera lint-u [o- r . iet 11. chani~v- in s.ci-nntratwssn otf -ýte*r 'ltrbuinsf

uhere thie lI' anri 1stI'i221 irme- %etr %1%eedl Acriomw that j:.-e difftcrren~ials~s~'ono ak-
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ter at the pair of lines used in the measurement. If the 5. N. Meny-uk. D. K. Killinger. and W. E. DeFeo, "Lasr Re-note
concentration is ckroging rapidly. ratios should be Sensing of Hydrazine, MMH, and UDMH Using a Differential.
calculated over short periods of time and then comn- 6Absorptio.n CO2 Lidar." Appi. Opt. 21, 2275 (1982).
binted (see also Ryez" for a d'scussion of this point). 6. N. Menyuk, D. K. Killinger. and C. R. Menyuk, "Limitations of

Signal Averaging due toTemporal Correlation in L.aser Remote-
Thus, for example, measurements from aircraft should ~ ,~n esrreL, pI p.2,3718)
be analyzed over ground track intervals no longer than 7 D. K. Killinger, N. M'venyuk, and W. E. DeFeo, "Experimental
the scale of variatio,, in the ratio of backscatter. Comparison of Heterodyne and Direct Detection for Pulsed

For D' AL systew'ni that use hard-target backscatter Differential Absorption CO2 Lidart" App1. Opt. 22,682 (198).
with direct detection, the lidar system should be de- 8. N. Menyuk and D. K. Killinger. "Amsessment of Relative Error
signed to collect a large number of speckle lobes on the Sources in IR DIAL Measurement Accuracy," AppL Opt.. 22,

receiver to minimize the m~easurement uncertainty due 26%0(1983).
to turbulence and speckle effects (see al-so a discassion 9. N. Menyuk. D. K. Killinger. and C. R. Meny~k, "Error Reduc-
of this point by Grant's and Warren23). In addition, it tion in Laser Remote Senwing: Combincd Effects of Cross Cor-

might be worthwhile to increase the time between 1.rltoanSinlAeaing," Appl. Opt. 24, 118 (19M5).
1.D. K. Killinger and N. Menyuk. "Laser Remote Sensing of the

pulses at the two wavelengths to a value much larger Atmosphere.' Science 235,ý7 (197).
than I nis so that atmospheric turbulence can act 11. M. J1. T. Milton and P. T. Woods, "Pulse Averaging Methods for
differently on the v signals. Also, t~hought should be a Laser lemota Monitorikt? System Using Atmospheric Back-
given to (a) using targets that have sotnt, rotational scatter," AppI. Opt. 26,2598 (1987).
motion to them, sine-~ hia will zgid is increase the 12- W. Staehr, W. Lahmann, and C. Weitkaxnp. "RangeResolv-ed
mutual independence 'ocTkle patterns on the re- Differential Absorption Ldar. Optimization of Range and Sen.
ceiver 24; (b) using a inuit..wyode laser25; or (c) scanning sitivity,**AppL Opt. 24.1950 (1985Sandprivattconununiottion.
the hard target while trying to avoid the p-oblerns of 13. T. Fultuda. Y. Mu~zauura. and T. Mori, "Sensitivity of Coherent

differential spectral reflectancir."X I tange-Resolved Differential Absoirption Lidar." Appl_ Opt. 2A

ViIl. suvrnws~ aWW cwrjulo 14.4R M2ý Hardesty. "Measurement of Range-Resolved Wate~r Va.
It has been denionstrited experimentally that the por Concentration Sy Cohorent C0O2 DifferentLef Absorption

data from a .lual CO2 DIAL system using atmospherie, Lidar." NOAA Tech. Memo WPt.. 11a. Houlder, CO (Mar.
backscatter can be- averaged witii an N-.!.'? reduction in 19u4).
the standa-d deviation of the ratio for N of several 15. WV. B. Grant. J. S. Margolis, A. M. Bnrohers and D. M. Tratt.

hutndred to a thousand for heterodyne detection, fur- *CO2 DIALMeasurementsofWater Vapor.-Appl. pt. 26.3033
(1987J.thermore. that such a lidar system can be used to make 16. W. B. Grant, "A Critical Evaluation of Water Vapor Absorption

measuvmients with a reason ibly h.igh pre'cision. Ue. Coefficient Measurements in the 340 to 1100 cm- I Spectral
viations from N-,"~ behavior were showv to be due to Region." JPL Tech. Report 87-34 (15 D~ec. 0'87).
background noise, changes in the differential back- t7. Mi. H. Delrw P~ailt cd Srattstic (Addison-Wesley.
sciatter or differential absorption. or, itt the else of Reading, MA. 197S), p, IS&.
stationary hard-target backscatter. the combined ef- I&~ W. B. Grant. "He-Ne and cw C(*h Laser Lo"g-Path Systems for
feLU of atinspheric turbulence and speckle. Gas, etecrion,' Appl. Opt, 23. 7 0(1986).
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